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Beginning in 1911 with Jennie Gerhardt and continuing

through the publication of The "Genius" in 1915, all of

Dreiser's major fiction is curiously marked by the same re-

curring narrative pattern. The pattern is always triangular

in construction and always contains the same three figures--

a vindictive and vengeful parent, outraged by an outsider's

violation of personal and societal values; an enchanted off-

spring; and a disruptive outsider who threatens established

order. In spite of each work's different characterization,

setting, and episode, the narrative conflict invariably

arises from the discovery of an illicit relationship between

offspring and outsider, and the narrative climax involves

a violent clash of wills, with victory sometimes going to

the parent and sometimes to the outsider. The denouement is

consistently sorrowful and pensive in tone, with a philo-

sophical epilogue which speculates on man's melancholy and

puzzling fate.

A traumatic event in October of 1910 accounts for the

recurring pattern and serves as a prototype for Dreiser's

major narratives of the next four years (Jennie Gerhardt,

The Financier, The Titan, "The Girl in the Coffin," The



"Genius"). In October Dreiser was fired from his prestigious

position as editor-in-chief of all Butterick publications,

because of his imprudent but insistent attentions to Thelma

Cudlipp, the seventeen-year-old daughter of one of Butterick's

assistant editors. Simultaneously Dreiser lost his job, his

grand salary, his respectable reputation, and his young lover,

circumstances which led to a time of deep depression and

threatened suicide.

As a means of personal therapy, the work is important

which began in the winter of 1910, for through casting him-

self in the role of misunderstood outsider, Dreiser used

each narrative to examine his feelings concerning the

ruptured love affair and the resulting loss of status. Each

narrative thus served as a ritual of exorcism or atonement.

The recurring narrative pattern therefore becomes a subliminal

roadmap of Dreiser's thinking, as he moved from self-pity in

Jennie Gerhardt to The "Genius"'s determined transcendence

and reconciliation through art.

In addition to personal emotional therapy, the work of

the 1911-1914 period established Dreiser's artistic reputa-

tion. Although in 1900 with Sister Carrie Dreiser had

initially established his literary reputation, he had been

forced to table his literary plans for a decade, while he

struggled with economics, domesticity, and editorial respon-

sibility. When the cataclysmic dismissal afforded him both



time to devote to fiction and a unique psychological ap-

proach, he became within four years the recognized leader of

the new American movement of naturalism and the inspiration

for those realists who would come after him.

As both a guide to personal therapy and a key to the

work with which Dreiser established his artistic identity,

the recurring narrative pattern is important. Its examina-

tion (1) illuminates an obscure period in Dreiser's life,

(2) reveals his personality priorities as he turns the

kaleidiscope of introspection to observe the Cudlipp crisis

from various angles, and (3) offers to the discerning reader

a reliable clue to the developing system of aesthetics of

one of America's greatest artists.
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CHAPTER I

THE RECURRING PATTERN AND

THE PROTOTYPICAL EVENT

The Pattern

Beginning in 1911 with Jennie Gerhardt and continuing

through the publication of The "Genius" in 1915, all of

Dreiser's major fiction is curiously marked by the same re-

curring narrative pattern. The pattern is always triangular

in construction and always contains the same three figures--

parent, offspring, and outsider. Narrative conflict invari-

ably arises from the discovery of an illicit sexual relation-

ship between offspring and outsider, a relationship that

violates the parent's moral code, threatens disruption of

established social order, and generates intense feelings of

vengeance and reprisal. In spite of different characteriza-

tion, setting, and episode, the -climax is always a clash of

wills, with victory sometimes going to the parent, some-

times to the outsider. The denouement is consistently sor-

rowful and pensive in tone, and in two out of the five works,

a philosophical epilogue reports that it is man's melancholy

fate to watch in wonder and uncertainty as the fruit of his

desire turns to ashes.

1
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In Jennie Gerhardt, for example, Archibald Kane, a

wealthy carriage-maker and a firm believer in class responsi-

bility, struggles to protect his son Lester from the clutches

of a beautiful but impoverished outsider named Jennie Ger-

hardt. Using his wealth and position as levers, Mr. Kane

threatens disinheritance unless the liaison is broken, and

he is successful. Sorrowfully but with the perception and

sensitivity that is such an integral part of her personality,

Jennie urges Lester to obey his father's wishes and claim his

inheritance. Because she loves Lester, it is no satisfaction

to Jennie to learn that in his bitterness he is slowly com-

mitting suicide, symbolically glutting himself on the very

goods so highly prized by the society he leaves Jennie to

join. Too much food, liquor, and travel, too many servants,

and too little exercise at last take their toll, and Lester

dies, helpless and unhappy. In Jennie Gerhardt, though the

parent figure is victorious over the outsider and social

order is preserved, the outcome is bitter, and the melodra-

matic denouement treats in full detail the pathos of this

dubious and emotionally blighting victory.

The Financier (1912) continues the triangular narrative

pattern, but this time it is the ruthless, individualistic

outsider named Frank Algernon Cowperwood who conquers. Cow-

perwood falls in love with the vivacious young daughter of a

Philadelphia contractor and stock broker, and succeeds in

making her first his lover and then his wife, in spite of
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the fact that at the climax of their long battle her staunch

Irish Catholic father has him sent to prison for two years.

The fast-paced narrative tone indicates Dreiser's lively in-

terest in his subject, and the action strongly implies that

a dominating, confident, utterly ruthless mind--"fitter"

than its contemporaries--ought to be victorious over a con-

ventional society. More than likely, however, this tone was

in keeping with the facts of the pyrotechnical career of the

high-living model for Dreiser's story, Charles Tyson Yerkes,

the Chicago street-railway tycoon. A thoughtful and intro-

spective epilogue slows down the pace, prophesies doom for a

relationship running so blatantly counter to society's mores,

and examines speculatively the seeds of defeat that lie with-

in the fruit of such a victory, in spite of personality

structures. "What wise man might not read from such a

beginning, such an end?" 1 he asks.

The Titan, second in the trilogy that was to cover Cow-

perwood's life, takes a mellower tone, and the battle shifts

from a literal triangular confrontation to a metaphorical.

Here Cowperwood is opposed by an established coalition of

Chicago businessmen, who speak of themselves in parental

images and who work to defeat Cowperwood's plans for a street-

railway monopoly, as punishment for his piratical raids on

1Theodore Dreiser, The Financier (1912; rpt. Cleveland:
World Publishing Co., 1946), p. 503.
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their wives, daughters, and vested business interests. And

they are successful in driving him from Chicago, although

their method of arousing citizens' committees eventually

defeats their monopolies also and leads to public ownership

of utilities and municipal transportation. Cowperwood turns

toward Europe for new business prospects, but the old exhi-

laration in conquest is gone, and domination is only a dull

habit, not a joy. The old game of Cowperwood versus the con-

ventional world, in other words, is no longer fun, and a

philosophical epilogue suggests that morality will in the

long run prevail over ruthless individualism.

In "The Girl in the Coffin" (1913), a play which inter-

rupted Dreiser's work on The Titan, the outsider, a much re-

spected labor leader named John Ferguson, and the parent

figure, an Italian immigrant mill worker named William Mag-

net, struggle over Magnet's consuming desire for revenge upon

his dead daughter's unknown lover. Magnet never learns that

Ferguson is the father of the aborted baby that killed his

daughter, and the conflict is resolved by both men's renewed

dedication to humanitarian service, a goal more important

than either revenge or physical desire. A word reported from

the deathbed of the daughter praises this position and tacitly

urges both men to devote their energies to helping their

suffering brothers, thereby winning both fame and a more

lasting personal satisfaction.
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The "Genius" (1915) also resolves the narrative con-

flict arising from the triangular pattern with a dedication

to an independent goal--art. In this most autobiographical

and controversial of Dreiser's novels, a successful magazine

editor battles with a vindictive mother over the affections

of a beautiful eighteen-year-old, until the wealthy parent

finally brings enough social and financial pressure upon the

lovers to separate them. Jobless, penniless, and ruined in

the social strata for which he had longed, the outsider turns

in despair back to painting, an earlier interest, and sub-

limates his pain and loss with the development of an eccen-

tric, innovative, and instantly successful technique--using

"a brooding suggestion of beauty that never was on land or

sea 2--which wins him acclaim on both sides of the Atlantic.

With The "Genius" the period ends, the triangular narrative

pattern disappears that had marked every major work since

1911, and Dreiser himself turns to other interests.

Why does this narrative pattern consistently appear in

every major work starting in 1911 and running for four years?

Why was it not used in Sister Carrie (1900), and why was it

not used again after The "Genius"? Why do the figures of the

pattern fight the same battles and perform the same functions

again and again? Why does the parent figure invariably feel

2Theodore Dreiser, The "Genius" (New York: John Lane
Co., 1915), p. 732.
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threatened by an alien-value system and behave vindictively

when his supposed "rights" are disregarded? Why does the

climax always come as a battle of wills between the parent

and the outsider? Why is the interloper always the main

character (four out of five of the major works even carry

his name or a synonymn as the title), why are his moral

values consistently interpreted as lying outside the main-

stream of American society, and why is the denouement a

meditative record of his reflections on life?

Is it simply because "all that Dreiser wrote was a

single long biography,"3 as many critics suggest? Did he

cast himself in every starring role, motivated by his famous

ego, and are the philosophical speculations of the denoue-

ments merely his own metaphysical quests? Possibly, but

even if it is true that many of the situations, characters,

and questions in Dreiser's fiction seem to match the experi-

ences and quests of his own life, why should there be this

one recurring pattern among all others possible, why this

special triangle of characters, this specific conflict?

Although no critic or biographer has offered such an

explanation. an event in Dreiser's life in late 1910 can

account for the recurring pattern and solve the mystery of

3 Robert Spiller, Cycles of American Literature (New
York: New American Library, 1955), p. 171. See also critics
W. A. Swanberg (Dreiser) and Richard Lehan (Theodore Dreiser:
His World and His Novels).
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its singularly dependable construction. It was a traumatic

event, as can be verified by any of the many biographers,

and it involved Dreiser, a young woman, and her shocked and

exceedingly vindictive mother. It serves, in fact, as a

prototype for the narratives of the next four years, explains

why the pattern was not used before 1911, and suggests a clue

to Dreiser's thinking during this intensely creative period

of his life.

The Prototypical Event

The incident occurred when Dreiser was the editor-in-

chief of all Butterick publications, a complex which included

The Designer, The New Idea, Woman's Magazine, and The Deline-

ator, published in English, Spanish, and German, with a com-

bined circulation of 1,800,000. Since June of 1907, Dreiser

had held his post as master of the biggest printing plant in

the world, for which he came to be paid an astounding $25,000

a year, with a bonus for circulation gains.

Butterick's primary raison d'$tre was to sell dress,

nightgown, underwear, and bathing suit patterns to American

women and girls; all information or entertainment value was

subordinated to this economic necessity, for 2,000 workers

labored in Butterick's underground floors turning out

patterns to be ordered by readers. Naturally, in the cul-

tural milieu of 1910 a business which depended on women had

to be circumspect in its reputation. It had to blend with

the rigid moral conventions of the time; it had to avoid
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even a hint of scandal, and this, of course, included the

editorial staff. In keeping with his new position, Dreiser

issued an announcement in September of 1907 concerning new

Delineator policies. "Our theme is one that a woman may

carry into her home, her church, and her social affairs,"

Dreiser pronounced from his prestigious panelled office on

the twelfth floor--"the theme of the ready smile, the theme

of the ungrudged helping hand."

This, then is The Delineator's broadened purpose--
to help every woman in this land to live better by
teaching her practical homecraft, . . . by strengthen-
ing her in her moral fight for righteousness in the
world. 4

The literary policy was to be much the same. "We cannot

admit stories which deal with false or immoral relations,"

Dreiser explained seriously,

or which deal with those things degrading, such as
drunkenness. I am personally opposed . . . to stories
which have an element of horror in them, or which are
disgusting in their realism and fidelity to life. The
finer side of things--the idealistic--is the answer
for us.5

Privately Dreiser may have expressed to his friend

H. L. Mencken a desire to have some fun with a magazine of

less high-minded aspirations--the Bohemian magazine, a

journal in which he acquired a financial interest in

4Quoted by W. A. Swanberg, Dreiser (New York: Scribner's,
1965), pp. 119-120.

5 Robert H. Elias, ed., Letters of Theodore Dreiser
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1959),
p. 93.
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September of 1909 and whose last few issues he edited, until

its financial demise in December. "Won't you come across

with something real snappy?" he wrote encouragingly to

Mencken. "I am going to make it a live one and talk plain."6

Publicly, however, Dreiser held to his "uplifting "7 Delin-

eator guidelines and prohibited the use of the word "cocktail"

in print and the showing of a photograph or an advertisement

of someone smoking a cigarette or viewing a glass of wine.

Even the Thanksgiving table had to be circumspect, and

Dreiser's policies paid off, as the upward spiral of increased

circulation and pattern sales showed.

In his enthusiasm for sales and success Dreiser even

attacked the Teddy Bear as an insidious threat to mother-

hood. Little girls cuddling Teddy Bears, he reasoned, would

not be cuddling their dolls. If dolls were laid aside, so

would be the dresses which adorned them and the patterns

from which those dresses were made. Mothers, daughters, and

dolls must be kept in patterns; therefore Teddy Bears, who

did not need clothes, must be proved a dangerous and morally

corrupting fad. To this end in the October 1907 issue of

The Delineator appeared a Dreiser editorial with this warning:

Take away the little girl's dolly and you have
interfered with the nascent expression of motherhood.

You have implanted the race suicide idea where it

KIbid.

71bid.
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will work the most harm--in the very hearts of the
babies themselves.

Bring your babies back to dollies, or you will
have weaned the grown-ups of the future fromi the babies
that will never be. 8

Such business policies reveal the Establishment Dreiser, a

Dreiser determined to succeed, determined to go to any

lengths to win a reputation in the business world for pru-

dent and far-sighted decisions.

Dreiser even dressed the part of the prosperous, dec-

orous businessman of impeccable taste--to the manner born,

so to speak. He wore custom-made suits, brocade vests, Knox

hats, Johnston & Murphy shoes, and a gold pince-nez on a

heavy black grosgrain ribbon; he carried an elaborate cane.

His fumed-oak office desk was the size of a billiard table;

his office view included Brooklyn, the harbor, the Statue of

Liberty, and Jersey.' Fine paintings hung on the walls of

his Riverside Drive apartment; an ultra-conventional wife

greeted frequent guests; soft carpets, beautiful tapestries,

and expensive cigars (kept for visitors, since Dreiser him-

self did not smoke) spoke of a life-style undreamed of five

years earlier when he entered the editorial world after a

long recovery from a nervous breakdown.

Painfully recent in 1905 were the memories of the past

few years when he had pounded the New York pavements looking

8 Swanberg, p. 121.

9 Ibid., p. 120.
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for work (even day labor), when he had shed bitter tears over

a misplaced loaf of bread that was to have been both lunch

and dinner. Ashamed of his shabby clothes, he had avoided

friends and relatives; ever sensitive to criticism, he had

suffered extreme mental anguish over Sister Carrie's tem-

pestuous reception. Hearing from journalists, pulpits, and

universities that he had corrupted American morals and

destroyed "the obligations of parenthood, marriage, chivalry,

and citizenship"1 0 had been an emotionally damaging blow to

one already teetering on the edge of a nervous disorder.

W. D. Iowells, who had helped many struggling young authors,

was typical of those who turned their backs on Dreiser.

Howells said publicly that he did not "like" Sister Carrie,

and soon the Atlantic Monthly, of which he was editor for

many years, indicated that Dreiser was no longer eligible

to publish there. Soon other magazines followed suit. It

had been a crushing blow to one who before 1900 was such a

popular journalist that he had been mentioned in Who's Who

in America, and who had been a contributor to all the

country's leading publications--Harper's, McClure's,

Cosmopolitan, Munsey's, Pearson's, Ainslee's, and The

Saturday Evening Post.

After a tentative beginning working with Western dime

novels and editing Smith's magazine, Dreiser was hired in

l0F. 0. Matthiessen, Theodore Dreiser (USA: William
Sloan, 1951), p. 63.
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April of 1906 by Ben Hampton, the astute literary editor of

Broadway magazine. "I figured the man was a genius," Hampton

is quoted as saying after only one interview. "I said to my-

self, 'Jesus, here's a wow,' and hired him on the spot."1 1

Dreiser nicely proved Hampton correct and established his

editorial prowess by raising Broadway's circulation from

12,000 to 100,000 in less than two years. According to the

New York Standard, it was "the prettiest piece of transfor-

mation work seen in New York for many a day.,l2 From the

Broadway success it was only a short step to Butterick's,

and in June of 1907 Dreiser joined the staff as senior edi-

tor, although he did not become fully responsible for The

Delineator until the October issue. Determined to succeed,

to erase the memories of his past failures, and to "show"

those who had thought him unrespectable, Dreiser would not

have lightly placed in jeopardy this prestigious position

or the lucrative salary. Economically, socially, emotion-

ally, this was the culmination of many early plans and

dreams.

Nevertheless, on October 10 of 1910, Dreiser was fired

for his insistent and impolitic attentions to Thelma Cud-

lipp, the pretty seventeen-year-old daughter of one of

Butterick's assistant editors. When he learned of the

1 1 Quoted by Dorothy Dudley, Forgotten Frontiers, Dreiser
and the Land of the Free (New York: Harrison Smith and
Robert Haas, 1932), p. 209.

1 2 Robert Elias, Theodore Dreiser: Apostle of Nature
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1949), p. 136.
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affair in September, George Wilder, the Butterick owner, had

to mediate between Dreiser and Mrs. Annie Ericsson Cudlipp,

Thelma's straight-laced and widowed mother. Neither would

bargain, however. Dreiser expressed repeated and frenzied

declarations not to give up his young lover no matter what

happened; Mrs. Cudlipp first whisked her daughter off to

Saluda, North Carolina, where she was prudently held incom-

municado, and then threatened to expose the whole story to

the newspapers if Dreiser was not immediately discharged.

For good measure, she offered to expose publicly another

office romance, also involving a top staff member. That

was enough for Wilder, who in horror saw sales slipping and

profits dwindling when Butterick's sedate readers learned

of the scandal. Dreiser was precipitously and firmly re-

moved, caught in a dramatic triangle of irate parent, off-

spring, and outsider. Once again he was cast in the role

of social anarchist, a threat to decency.

Besides his job, Dreiser also lost Thelma, who from

her enforced silence in North Carolina was later taken to

England to study art and to be tightly supervised by her

vigilant mother, who had been granted a leave of absence

from Butterick's. Every day Dreiser wrote frantic letters

expressing his passion and agony, although he suspected

(correctly, as he later learned) that Thelma was not receiv-

ing the letters. In a frenzy he begged for just one glimpse
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of her, for a letter, for some word of love. "Honey pot I

need you," he pleaded repeatedly.

Do you understand that fully? I NEED you. You are the
breath of life to me. All my life I have longed for
this. I can work at a number of things and do well if
you will only stay somewhere within reach. But if you
go away and a long distance intervenes--this yearning
that pulls and pulls in your direction will keep me
restless and so mentally wrought up that I can scarcely
do anything at all. . . . I will accept almost anything
in the place of your going away--even a mere sight of
you once in two weeks. But oh, sweet! If you love me
don't go away--please don't. I love you so terribly
and I need ou. Can you actually leave me when I BEG
you not to.

"Oh, sweet, I am so lonely," he wrote her in November; "I

love you, love you, love you, past all words to describe."1 4

Floods of letters addressed to his "Flower Face" and "Divine

Fire"--terms which now seem amusing to Dreiser readers--then

testified to a distraught and partially deranged lover; un-

delivered telegrams prompted him wildly to initiate a lawsuit

against Western Union.

Quite simply, the separation made Dreiser unbalanced,

according to friends who brought mail and personal effects

to the room at the Park Avenue hotel where Dreiser had gone

when he left his wife without saying goodbye. His friend

William Lengel, for example, found him "dying of loneliness

for Thelma, exhausted from prolonged tension, nervous,

13 Robert Elias, ed., Letters, p. 36.

1 4 Swanberg, p. 138.
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unable to eat or sleep well, losing weight."15 Once he even

went to the apartment of Ann Watkins, a friend of both Thelma

and Dreiser, and "threatened suicide with such apparent

sincerity that Miss Watkins said, 'I was afraid that he

would do it then and there."'1 6  Mrs. Cudlipp, in fear of

Dreiser's mentally unstable condition, prudently stayed on

speaking terms with him until she left for England, holding

out hope of an eventual marriage if he could get his reluc-

tant wife to divorce him.

Sarah, however, whom Dreiser had nicknamed Jug, would

not agree, and a more or less permanent separation took

place, with Dreiser moving to a rented room at the spacious

apartment of his friend Elias Rosenthal. Jug had been an

especially solicitous wife, rigorously supervising her

Honeybug's obsessive pill-taking and keeping him home at

night by her gourmet cooking. It is reported that during a

difficult or sleepless period, she even followed devotedly

behind her husband when he paced the floor.1 7  It is reason-

able to assume, therefore, that at this time of insecurity

and emotional imbalance, Dreiser missed the tender care of

his mother-wife and vaguely longed for a comforting and

familiar presence.

1 5 Ibid., p. 135.

1 6 Ibid., p. 134.

17Carmel O'Neill Haley, "The Dreisers," Commonweal,

18 (July 7, 1933), 266.
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Forming an interesting connection with these troubled

days is the fact that hardly had Dreiser settled into his

new room when he stocked with writing materials the rosewood

desk that he had had made out of his brother Paul's piano,18

and intensely set to work on fiction. By winter he had fin-

ished half of The "Genius," completed enough of Jennie Ger-

hardt to ask friends' help in editing and revising, and

accomplished so much of the research and planning on what

would later become the "trilogy of desire," a three-volume

study of C. T. Yerkes' colorful and controversial life, that

Harper's expressed an interest in a package deal--Jennie

Gerhardt, to be published as soon as possible; a new issue

of Sister Carrie, containing the commendations by Hamlin

Garland and others which had appeared in'the B. W. Dodge

edition in 1907; and the trilogy, originally to be called

The Financier.

This information is especially interesting for two

reasons. One is that it marks the 1911-1915 period as

unique, in that at no other period in Dreiser's life did he

write with such speed and concentration on fiction. Whereas

in the two years prior to the cataclysmic dismissal he had

published thirty-five essays and editorials, by contrast in

the two years following that incident, he published only

1 8Paul had before his death been a composer, a Vaude-
ville performer, and a collaborator with Dreiser on the
lyrics of several songs, among them "On the Banks of the
Wabash," which became the Indiana state song.
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three. Even after 1912 when modest commercial success and

travel had somewhat restored Dreiser's emotional equilibrium,

he did not publish more than eight articles a year, and then

they were mostly comments on his art or records of the Euro-

pean experiences that would make up A Traveler at 40. In

other words, he did not return to journalism in order to

make a living; rather, fiction became his metier, concen-

trated devotion to fiction, and all his energies were directed

toward this end.

This period was the highpoint of his work, according to

most critics, and when The "Genius" was published and

Dreiser turned to non-fictional interests (speculative essays

on politics, science, and philosophy; metaphysical dramas;

autobiographies), his writing style suffered and his new

works did not enhance his literary reputation. Robert Penn

Warren says, in fact, that there was "no real work" except

An American Tragedy until Dreiser's death in 1945.19 Sig-

nificantly, it was the only novel published.

With fiction, then, especially the fiction of the 1911-

1915 period, Dreiser established his reputation as "the

pioneer and hero" of the "modern movement in American prose

writing."2 0  Maxwell Geismar places Jennie Gerhardt as "the

19 Robert Penn Warren, Homage to Dreiser (New York:
Random House, 1971), pp. 89-90.

2 0 Charles Shapiro, Theodore Dreiser: Our Bitter
Patriot (Carbondale, Illinois: Southern Illinois University
Press, 1962), p. 121.
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opening of the strictly modern period" in American letters.2 1

With the fiction published during this time, Dreiser became

what Walter Allen calls

a founding father of the modern American novel, one of
its permanent points of reference, and in the first
two decades of the century, a period during which little
of significance was happening in 2jhe American novel, a
heroic figure, a solitary giant.2

His trouble with publication of The "Genius" rallied

artists on both sides of the Atlantic to his side, and pub-

licity arising from the literary censorship of this novel

focused attention on the whole corpus of his work. Before

very long sales, that commercial barometer of cultural

esteem, kept pace with formal critical approval, and Dreiser's

reputation as one of America's foremost literary artists was

secure, something that could not have happened had he stayed

an influential editor, kept in his place by the weight of

public opinion and the necessity of a respectable front.

Ironically, as in the case of Carrie Meeber, the enigmatic

heroine of Sister Carrie, it is again a woman who changes

the course of Dreiser's life; as W. A. Swanberg explains it,

in late 1910 Thelma Cudlipp made a contribution "in a non-

measurable way to American literature, for she unwittingly

forced Dreiser to become a full time writer."2 3

2 1Maxwell Geismar, "Dreiser and the Dark Texture of
Life," American Scholar, 22 (Spring 1953), 215.

2 2 Walter Allen, The Modern Novel (New York: E. P.
Dutton, 1965), p. 85.

2 3 Swanberg, p. 142.
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iere fictional productivity, however, is not the only

reason the 1911-1915 period is unique and worth more con-

sideration than critics have thus far afforded it. A second

reason reveals the Cudlipp affair as a prototype for the

fiction of the period by demonstrating how it became for

Dreiser a reliable fictional formula. An examination of its

use in each work shows that it (1) recurs as a ritual of

exorcism or atonement, (2) serves as a kaleidoscope of intro-

spection, with each work examining the crisis from a different

psychological perspective, and (3) forms for the reader a

subliminal roadmap of Dreiser's thinking, as he moved from

self-pity to a determined transcendence and reconciliation

through art.



CHAPTER II

THE PATTERN IN JENNIE GERHARDT

Under the original title of The Transgressor, the suc-

cessor to Sister Carrie was begun in January of 1901. It was

to be an \ierican version of a time-honored story--a beautiful

servant girl from Cleveland marrying the man of her dreams

after many poignant and worth-proving trials. Inspired by

the possibilities of such a plot when told from the unique

literary perspective of one who knew what it was like to

grow up poor in America, Dreiser expressed great confidence

in his abilities. It will be a tale with "grip" to it, he

assured his publisher J. F. Taylor, who was staking a

fifteen-dollar-a-week salary on that assumption; "I have

written what I have written with as much 'sureness' and

faith as I ever had in anything." By early 1902, however,

Dreiser had produced only nine and one-half chapters, and

both author and publisher were having grave doubts about the

worth of the project.

Between 1902 and 1908 Dreiser was successfully treated

for a severe nervous disorder, began his flamboyant career

as an editor, found an agent, paid back Taylor the $750

1Letters of Theodore Dreiser, ed. Robert H. Elias
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1959),
p. 68.
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advance, and once again returned to The Transgressor. By

late 1908 several versions were circulating among friends,

and though character development and plot details were still

fluid, Dreiser was enthusiastic about his book and persistent

in button-holing critics for their evaluations and advice.

By the winter of 1910, following the collapse of his editor-

ial empire, his narrative focus at last began to crystallize,

his characters were drawn with a new and much more subtle

suggestiveness of detail, and the basic conflict of the

novel, which grows out of a triangular pattern of relation-

ships, began clearly to emerge. It was a pattern and a

conflict to be repeated in every major work of Dreiser's

for the next three years.

The conflict grows out of opposition to a love affair

between Jennie Gerhardt, daughter of a hard-working but per-

petually impoverished glass-blower, and Lester Kane, the

favorite son of a wealthy Cincinnati carriage manufacturer.

The liaison is dramatically brought to the attention of the

Kane family by an embarrassing encounter in Chicago, when

Louise Kane, Lester's proud and sharp-tongued sister,

attempts to visit him and is accidentally given directions

to Jennie's apartment, where Lester is recovering from a

case of flu. Looking at a dress of Jennie's lying casually

across a chair and noticing the worried look on both Jennie's

and Lester's faces, Louise forgets that she had thought

Jennie to be the housekeeper and grasps at once the real
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significance of the situation. Outraged, she hurries home to

make a full report on the "silly-looking white-faced woman"2

who has caused Lester to disgrace the family and to force

his innocent sister to witness such a scandalous relation-

ship.

After a solemn family conference in which Archibald

Kane, Lester's conservative father, learns from his son

Robert that rumors about Lester and his beautiful paramour

have been circulating for many months, Robert is dispatched

to Chicago to confront Lester with his father's views and

thereby to rectify the disturbing situation. "Father's the

kind of man who sets more store by the honor of his family

than most men" (p. 234), Robert reminds Lester at their

meeting in Chicago. Sensing Lester's resistance, Robert

tries a "new tack" of

picturing old Archibald's fondness for Lester and the
hope he had always entertained that he would marry
some well-to-do Cincinnati girl, Catholic, if agreeable
to him, but at least worthy of his station. (p. 235)

Unfortunately for the Kanes, Robert's joint appeal to sta-

tion and filial respect has no appreciable effect on Lester,

for he is used to making his own decisions, uncoerced, and

is vaguely resentful of both brother's and father's moralis-

tic intrusion into the arrangements of his private life.

Thus the matter reaches an impasse, with Lester in one

2 Theodore Dreiser, Jennie Gerhardt (New York: Harpers,
1911), p. 231. All further references are contained within
the text.
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position; Mr. Kane, the family, and public opinion in another;

and Jennie, bewildered by the events of her life but respond-

ing with courage and instinctive graciousness, in still an-

other. The triangular relationship is now firmly established,

the conflict is defined, and the narrative moves precipitously

toward climax, growing out of the temperaments involved in

the triangle.

Anchibald Kane, the father of two sons and three

daughters, founded his business and raised his children on

the belief that a man must be honest, clean, and respected

in his community. "Never lie," was Archibald's constant,

reiterated statement. "Never try to make a thing look dif-

ferent from what it is to you. It's the breath of life--

truth--it's the basis of real worth" (p. 291). He had

expanded a small wagon industry into a giant manufacturing

concern because of a consistent belief that a good product

honestly made would bring customers back again and again,

until he was a rich man. Everyone who knew him respected

his keen business decisions and his forceful but generous

relations with the family. Even his competitors admired

him, saying, "Ah, there is a fine man. Shrewd, but honest.

He's a big man" (p. 145).

An "old-fashioned businessman in a late Victorian atmos-

phere of mercantile virtue,"3 as Maxwell Geismar describes

3Maxwell Geismar, Rebels and Ancestors: The American
Novel, 1890-1915 (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1953), pp. 308-9.
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him, Mr. Kane is astounded that his son could so thoughtlessly

disgrace the family and threaten the business, all for a

"putty-faced nobody" (p. 273) who does not even have the repu-

tation of being an enchanting actress. Acting according to

the principles that show in his "clean-cut, determined, con-

scientious face" (p. 292), Mr. Kane, after repeated warnings

to his recalcitrant son, carefully formulates a will de-

signed to force Lester to do his duty and rid the family of

the socially-embarrassing presence of what they judge an

inferior woman, an outsider, an interloper into their

carefully-structured social order.

Although Mr. Kane loves his son dearly, he loves social

order more, and therefore at his death he leaves in a trust

fund to be administered by Robert the fourth of the Kane

estate that should go to Lester. Lester will get $10,000 a

year for three years. If by the end of this time Jennie is

still his mistress, he is disinherited; if he marries her,

he continues to get $10,000 a year as long as he lives, but

none of the great family fortune can come to him. The will

states clearly that he must "bring his life into moral con-

formity with the wishes of his father" (p. 294) or suffer

the consequences of his father's permanent disapproval.

Quite simply it is to be Jennie or society--with all the

elements of station, comfort, and privilege which that term

implies.
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Lester is not a man who is easily coerced. He is accus-

tomed to making his own decisions, and because of his clear

vision, diplomacy, and sound judgment, had been encouraged

in independence by his father. When he was seventeen, for

example, he fought with the Irish priest who was attempting

to punish him, broke the whip that was meant for him, and

after reporting the episode to his father, was allowed to

leave the rigid Catholic parochial school to enter the family

business. The same direct and forceful approach won him

Jennie, who felt "like a bird in the grasp of a cat" (p. 130)

when he first announced that she belonged to him and he meant

to have her.

For all his direct action in matters of will, before the

major philosophical issues of life Lester "wavered, questioned,

procrastinated, leaving to time and to the powers back of the

universe the solution of the problems that vexed him" (p. 133).

Especially was he puzzled by the problems of government, reli-

gion, and the social convention called marriage, which was an

altogether unreasonable arrangement for intelligent people,

according to Lester's advanced views. "Must it be," he asked

himself,

that I shall be compelled to swallow the whole social

code, make a covenant with society, sign a pledge of

abstinence, and give to another a life interest in all

my affairs, when I know too well that I am but taking

to my arms a variable creature like myself, whose wishes

are apt to become insistent and burdensome in proportion

to the decrease of her beauty and interest? (p. 136)
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It does not seem fair to Lester that an impersonal collective

body should decide for him actions that affect his personal

needs and desires. Therefore, he chooses to go his own way

in privacy, taking what he likes and avoiding troublesome

issues and confrontations.

For three years Lester maintains his Ohio liaison with

Jennie in secret, stealing meetings with her in resorts and

famous watering places, traveling by train in closed compart-

ments, and letting his social position silently militate

against any hint of marriage. It is such a satisfactory

arrangement, in fact, that when Lester is appointed head of

a Kane branch office in Chicago, he moves Jennie with him,

installing her in a small but convenient apartment. It is

here that Louise Kane discovers their secret, but even then

Lester takes no warning of possible social disaster. Fond

of their quiet life of domesticity, of Jennie's precocious

daughter Vesta, and of the terms of his own contented exist-

ence, Lester moves the family to a fine house in the Hyde

Park suburb, where old Mr. Gerhardt, now a crochety widower,

can tend their garden and putter happily in a woodshop.

Here several events converge to force upon Lester's

awareness the social error he has committed. He begins to

run into old friends, for example, some who snub him, some

who preach about what he will tell his future wife, and some

who leer, wink, and make obscene jokes about his lifestyle.

Then a newspaper publishes a Sunday feature, complete with
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pictures of the home in which they met and the Hyde Park 
home

in which they live, recounting the story of their courtship

and romance. Under a banner headline, "This Millionaire Fell

in Love with This Lady's Maid," is a sensational article in

which their long affair is praised as an example of social

mobility and overwhelming romantic drama. Finally Lester's

father dies and leaves a will that mostly disinherits him if

he continues perversely to ignore his social responsibilities.

At last

the organization of society began to show itself to him

as something based on possibly a spiritual, or at least,

superhuman counterpart. He could not fly in the face of

it. He could not deliberately ignore its mandates. The

people of his time believed that some particular form of

social arrangement was necessary, and unless he complied
with that he could, as he saw, readily become a social

outcast. (p. 281)

Still Lester does not act. Instead he takes Jennie

abroad for several months of diversion, while he makes up his

mind what to do. The problem is that in Jennie he has found

a beautiful companion, temperamentally suited to him, kind,

affectionate, affirming, and possessing "natural refinement

and tact" (p. 338). In short, Jennie has everything to make

Lester happy--everything but social station, and Lester had

not realized before the importance to him of this narrowly

aristocratic fact. While he is pondering, two events remove

his need for decision: in Europe he meets an old friend

named Letty Gerald, now a widow and an extremely wealthy

woman, who has been since school days his "sincere and ardent
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admirer" (p. 307); Jennie learns of the terms of the will

and leaves, intuitively sensing what Lester values most.

Soon Lester is married to Letty and sitting as a direc-

tor on nine enormously prestigious boards; his future is

secure, and he is once again respected in the great world of

commerce. He attempts to explain it to Jennie at a meeting

following Vesta's death of typhoid:

It isn't myself that's important in this transaction

apparently; the individual doesn't count much in the
situation. I don't know whether you see what I'm driv-
ing at, but all of us are more or less pawns. We're

moved about like chessmen by circumstances over which
we have no control. (p. 401)

Ironically Jennie does grasp what Lester means and does not

blame him either for his "transaction" or for the sadness of

her life. Lester, however, for all his outward philosophical

acceptance of his father's terms, inwardly despises his life,

and after five years of the sumptuous banquets of his $100-a-

week chef, of a butler and a doorman in red velvet and a New

York staff of liveried servants, of

traveling in luxurious ease and taking no physical
exercise, finally alters his body from a vigorous,
quick-moving, well-balanced organism into one where
plethora of substance was clogging every essential

function. (p. 417)

With a "plethora of substance"--physically, economically,

socially--Lester commits a symbolic kind of suicide, glutting

himself on the goods most highly prized by the world he gave

up Jennie to join.

Lester thus dies as an outsider to himself, as a trans-

gressor against the personal integrity urged upon him by his
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father in the shaping years of his adolescence, in the time

before Jennie enlarged the complexity of his life. Jennie,

however, lives as an outsider to society, as a transgressor

against social mores and conventions concerning right and

wrong. From the first scene in the Columbus hotel, where

eighteen-year-old Jennie peeks through the brass railings

of the staircase into the great, red-carpeted lobby below,

to the last scene where she watches through the bars of an

iron grating as Lester's coffin is borne away by train to

the family vault in Cincinnati, Jennie is an outsider, an

interloper, and an intruder. Her poverty places her out-

side the mainstream of America; her gentleness and sacrifi-

cial nature place her outside the ordinary course of human

events.

She did not fit in. Had not everything--everything
illustrated that to her? Love was not enough in this

world--that was plain. One needed education, wealth,
training, the ability to fight and scheme. She did not
want to do that. She could not. (p. 371)

Yet sacrifice earned Jennie nothing but scorn. Motivated

by concern for her brother Bass, who was jailed for stealing

coal for the Gerhardt family, Jennie goes to her friend

Senator Brander to plead for bail money. When at this emo-

tional meeting she conceives a baby that will be born ille-

gitimate because Senator Brander dies before he can marry

her, she is banished from home by her stern father, ostra-

cized by her neighbors, and condemned by her brother Bass as

"a hopeless failure and no good" (p. 349). None of the
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brothers and sisters whom she helped to raise by using Lester's

generous gifts to provide them with food and comfortable

lodgings will associate with her when they grow up. Martha

Gerhardt, for example, is so anxious to preserve her reputa-

tion as a public school teacher that she acknowledges none of

her family, even and especially Jennie, who paid for her edu-

cation.

The dimensions of public opinion concerning Jennie are

revealed to her dramatically through Louise Kane, when Louise

accidentally discovers Lester ill at Jennie's apartment.

Glaring at Jennie, calling her a "creature," and speaking

grimly of no "sense of decency" in the lower classes (p. 229),

Louise typifies to Jennie what "the world" thinks of her.

. . . she was a bad woman, a creature far beneath Lester
socially, far beneath him mentally and morally, a crea-
ture of the streets. . . . It cut her as nothing before
had ever done. The thought tore a great, gaping wound
in her sensibilities. She was really low and vile in
her--Louise's--eyes, in the world's eyes, basically so
in Lester's eyes. How could it be otherwise? (p. 230)

Not even the traditional trappings of respectable society--a

fine house in the suburbs, a good school, care for an aging

father, a circumspect life full of pleasant home duties--can

militate against a public which considers her to be deficient

morally. In fact, such conventional activities only add com-

plications and emphasize the chasm that exists between in-

side and outside.

For example, Vesta starts a fight at school with a child

who accuses her of not being "a really, truly girl at all--just
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a nobody" (p. 264) and Jennie advises her daughter not to

associate with anyone. Hyde Park neighbors cut Jennie openly

because they dare not offend those who are scrupulously care-

ful to maintain good social connections, and when the sensa-

tional newspaper article appears, catering as it does to a

public which simultaneously loves and condemns a really

juicy scandal, even those neighbors who like Jennie are

forced to drop her. At last the terms of the will announce

irrevocably that Jennie is to remain a permanent outsider,

and her choice to leave Lester demonstrates her acceptance

of this status.

Being a stranger to society helps Jennie to develop a

rich emotional life, however, and a strong spiritual rela-

tionship to nature. "In nature there is no outside," Dreiser

editorializes. "When we are cast from a group or a condition

we still have the companionship of all that is" (p. 93).

Having the ability to perceive internally harmony of line,

color, and sound, Jennie easily finds corresponding elements

in the world of nature and responds whole-heartedly to

the flowers, the stars, the trees, the grass. Nature
was so beautiful! If at times life seemed cruel, yet
this beauty persisted. The thought comforted her; she
fed upon it in her hours of secret loneliness. (p. 405)

Jennie's emotional alignment with nature causes men to pic-

ture her in that context. Senator Brander, for example,

romantically sees her as "the perfume of the growing

grasses," as "clover and laughing veronica," as "all the

devious brooklets' sweetness where the iris stays the
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sunlight" (p. 77). Following their first meeting, Lester

too sees Jennie in the context of nature. "This girl was a

rare flower," he meditates. "Why shouldn't he try to seize

her?" (p. 132) When the Kane family attorney calls to an-

nounce to Jennie the terms of the will, part of her serenity

and charm comes from the fact that she has just been tending

her plants, far away in spirit from the materialistic details

of social distinctions and open to the mysteries of a life

unified with the broader forces of nature. She is "charming,"

Mr. O'Brien concludes after only a few minutes of quiet con-

versation. "He could see quite plainly why Lester might

cling to her in the face of all opposition" (p. 353).

Wherever she lives, Jennie has gardens, plants, and

growing things; her Chicago house has both a garden and a

conservatory from which she gets blooming flowers in or out

of season for her dining table. When Jennie is at last

separated from Lester, she chooses to go to a country cottage

in Sandwood, a farming community outside of Chicago, where

she hopes to have "a little garden, some chickens, perhaps,

a tall pole with a pretty bird-house on it, and flowers and

trees and green grass everywhere about" (p. 365). When

Vesta's death makes Sandwood memories too painful, Jennie

moves again to Chicago, choosing a small home in a quiet

neighborhood, where she can have both a garden and some

adopted children to care for.
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In tune with the broad forces of nature and in harmony

with herself, Jennie has a remarkable psychic perception

which allows her to intuit the future. Upon the first

meeting in London with Letty Gerald, for example, Jennie

perceives the bond of mutual attration that exists between

Lester and Lettie, even though she knows nothing of their

former relationship, that Lettie once wanted to marry Lester.

Thus Jennie excuses herself, claiming "some things uncared

for in our rooms" (p. 311), so that the two may be free to

explore their feelings. Later in Cairo when they meet again,

Jenny urges Lester to dance with the beautiful and elegant

Letty. "You two go on," she says prophetically. "Take him,

Mrs. Gerald" (p. 317). Rationally Jennie knows that Letty

is more worthy socially of Lester; intuitively she guesses,

long before the troublesome will is revealed to her, that

Lester and Letty will eventually be united. As she muses,

she feels she has been "holding handfuls of jewels that did

not belong to her" (p. 318), a feeling borne out by the events

of the next few months.

Jennie's perception of Lester's personality causes her

to sense what the outcome will be when he hesitates concern-

ing a decision regarding their future. "Don't you think you

had better leave me now?" she asks after the terms of the

will have been made clear to her and the urgency of a deci-

sion is revealed.

-"A*U.
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She realized instantly that if he were really in love
with her he would answer with an emphatic "no." If he
didn't care, he would hesitate, he would delay, he would
seek to put off the evil day of reckoning. (p. 360)

When he delays, angry that someone is meddling in his affair

and forcing unpleasantness into his life when he prefers

serenity and complete independence, Jennie immediately sees

he is sacrificing her to the "great world" which is calling

him, and pragmatically she begins making plans for a cottage

in the country. "Spring was at hand, the flowers would be

something" (p. 370).

So in tune with Lester is Jennie that she intuits his

death several days before Mr. Watson comes to tell her of

his fatal illness. In a dream one night she "sees" a boat

floating, "oarless or not visibly propelled," with three

figures in it, two of whom she recognizes as her dead mother

and daughter. Her mother looks at her "solemnly, sympathe-

tically," and suddenly Jennie realizes the identity of the

third occupant, a figure who looks at her "gloomily--an ex-

pression she had never seen on his face before." At once a

"great sense of loss" comes over her as her mother continues

to look at her with "deep, sad, still eyes," and she awakes,

reaching for Lester's arm even though they have been separa-

ted for years. For two days a sense of depression haunts

her, and at the end "Mr. Watson appeared with his ominous

message" (pp. 419-20).

Sensitive, perceptive, and emotionally balanced, Jennie

instinctively knows the abiding values of the world--love and
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"goodness of heart." Travel abroad only reinforces her feel-

ings as she sees how pointless were the material strivings of

"decayed Greece, of fallen Rome, of forgotten Egypt" (p. 305),

how insignificant social conventions.

Admitting that she had been bad--locally it was impor-
tant, perhaps, but in the sum of civilization, in the
sum of the big forces, what did it all amount to? They
would be dead after a little while, she and Lester and
all these people. Did anything matter except goodness--
goodness of heart? What else was there that was real?
(p. 306)

Because she bases her life on this instinctive assumption

anJ lives in accordance with inner convictions, Jennie is

able to win over a few of the critics whose concern is with

behavior rather than motivation, with convention rather than

character. Her gruff and stiffly religious father, for ex-

ample, who once drove her out of his home for violating his

moral standards, who tries to pay back out of his meager

salary the "tainted" money she gave the family, who will not

go live in her fine Chicago home until the formality of a

marriage certificate is observed; even her father dies call-

ing her a "good woman," (p. 346) in simple recognition of the

extraordinary coordination between her heart and life.

To the majority of society, however, Jennie is "The

Transgressor," and her values are of little importance when

placed against the mechanisms of commerce and custom. Poor,

uneducated, with no resources beyond her character, Jennie

is no match for the powerful Archibald Kanes of the world,

who control and shape public opinion and who have the wealth
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and position to put down insurgents and reward the faithful.

At the railway station as Lester's coffin is being borne

away to a family vault from which she is barred, Jennie sees

her life as a "patch work of conditions" determined by the

very forces which defeat her, which find her unfit.

This panoply of power had been paraded before her since
childhood. What could she do now but stare vaguely
after it as it marched triumphantly by? Lester had
been of it. Him it respected. Of her it knew nothing.
(p. 430)

Thus the outcome of the conflict in Jennie Gerhardt is

the triumph of Mr. Kane over the outsider who threatens his

social order. And in 1911, when the book was published, Mr.

Kane's victory was hailed by most critics as the only proper

denouement of the action. Reflecting their society's values,

most critics felt that Jennie got her just deserts, in spite

of her good qualities. Society's customs were devised by

fair-minded and discerning citizens like themselves, they

felt, and it would not do to fly in the face of tradition

and champion a "kept" woman who had borne an illegitimate

child. The New York American ran this revealing and very

typical review:

Is a woman ever justified in smirching her womanhood,
in staining her virtue, in order to help her relatives--
even to save them from starvation? This must be an-
swered with an iron "NO". . . . There are misfortunes
worse than starvation.4

Even the critics who were aware of the literary value of

4Quoted by Dorothy Dudley, Forgotten Frontiers (New
York: Harrison Smith and Robert Haas, 1932), pp. 256-7.
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Dreiser's novel and who were not alarmed by his subject

warned nevertheless that it was "not suitable for immature

readers."5

Only a few critics, themselves artists, were far-

sighted enough to see a radical new literature emerging and

to encourage Americans to take careful notice of the break-

through. H. L. Mencken, for example, published a long review

in the November 11 issue of Smart Set which enthusiastically

stated that except for the great Huckleberry Finn, Jennie

Gerhardt was the most impressive piece of prose fiction yet

produced in America. For "simplicity" and "sincerity" he

placed it alongside Anna Karenina and Lord Jim; the philoso-

phy of life is "sound," he argued, and reality stands out

for the perceptive reader "stark and unashamed."6 Later

critics have been inclined toward Mencken's point of view,

recognizing in the work an exploration of complex social

problems, an early dramatization of urban crises, and a

realistic presentation of a warm and loving human being

hypocritically denied by her society the very rights it

treasures. Today most critics rank it third, behind Sister

Carrie and An American Tragedy; some few place it at the

top of Dreiser's long list of fictional accomplishments.

J. D. Thomas, for example, calls it a "triumph, perhaps his

5 Ibid.

6 Letters of Theodore Dreiser, pp. 115, 125.
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greatest, "7 and Charles Child Walcutt calls Jennie "undoubt-

edly [Dreiser's] richest creation." 8

With The Transgressor, then, Dreiser establishes the

pattern which would recur in all his major fiction for the

next three years. In addition, through Jennie, Dreiser was

able to exorcise some of the demons of self-incrimination

which haunted his imagination and made him feel keenly his

own rejection by a conventional and materialistic society;

when the book was finished, in fact, Dreiser spoke no more

about "trying" fiction while he looked for a more economically

secure editorial position. Apparently satisfied with the

therapy accomplished through identification with a character

of such courage, sensitivity, and poignancy, for many years

Dreiser held Jennie as his favorite character. Confidently

he plunged into collected materials for other novels, opti-

mistic about his future as an American artist and interested

in an objective turn of his psychical kaleidoscope.

7J. D. Thomas, "Epimetheus Bound: Theodore Dreiser
and the Novel of Thought," Southern Humanities Review, 3
(Fall, 1969), 355.

8 Charles Child Walcutt, "Theodore Dreiser: The Wonder
and Terror of Life," American Literary Naturalism, A Divided
Stream (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1956),
p. 198.



CHAPTER III

THE PATTERN IN THE FINANCIER

Long before the October publication of Jennie Gerhardt,

Dreiser was hard at work on the first volume of what he called

a "Trilogy of Desire." In fact, by early 1911 he had written

enough to interest Harper's in a package deal that was to

include Jennie Gerhardt (or The Transgressor, as it was

called right up to the eve of its publication), the trilogy,

The "Genius", and a republication of Sister Carrie. The

trilogy was to be a full account of the life of one of

America's great robber barons of the Gilded Age, a subject

that had interested Dreiser since the 1890's, when as a

young reporter in Pittsburgh he had gone about gathering

data, according to Van Wyck Brooks, on the houses and clubs

of the Fricks and Carnegies. Settling on the Chicago

streetcar magnate Charles Tyson Yerkes as his subject, by

1911 Dreiser had filled 915 pages with notes and clippings

of newspaper articles on Yerkes' pyrotechnical career.2

Note 698 of the collection is an editorial from the

February 4, 1906, New York World. Pasted on an 8 X 11"piece

1 Van Wyck Brooks, "Theodore Dreiser," University of
Kansas Ci Review, 16 (Spring, 1950), 194.

2These notes are now collected and filed under "The
Financier Chronology" at the Charles Van Pelt Library-of the
University of Pennsylvania.
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of paper and entitled "The Materials of a Great Novel," the

article, by an anonymous author, recounts Yerkes' life,

scolds American novelists of the Genteel Tradition for their

reluctance to deal with controversial or sensational subjects,

and bemoans the passing of European artists like Balzac and

Daudet, who might have treated Yerkes' life with clarity and

understanding. Refusing to deal with Truth "except in her

quieter and less demonstrative forms" and "afraid of losing

caste by being seen too much in public with her," American

fiction has become stale, the article chides.

We could not expect Mr. Howells to deal with such a
story. It is hardly for the young person. We shudder
to think what might happen if Mr. James undertook it.
The tale is too intricate and various and melodramatic
for any living novelist who writes the English speech
and is capable of grasping it.3

Although there is no evidence to prove when Dreiser

began his research on Yerkes, it is possible that even as

early as 1906 he fixed on his subject and determined to

answer this critical rebuke. Certainly his editorial posi-

tion would have given him access to many files, as well as

a secretarial staff to do the cutting and pasting of news-

paper articles. If by early 1911 Dreiser had written enough

to give Harper's a clear idea of his intent in the Yerkes'

trilogy, it seems likely that he must have had some research

3The article is quoted in its entirety by Philip L.
Gerber, "Dreiser's Financier: A Genesis," Journal of Modern
Literature, 1 (March, 1971), 372-3.
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done prior to that time. We do know that by November, when

he sailed for England to research Yerkes' life abroad and to

write a travel book for his English friend and publisher,

Grant Richards, he had completed thirty-nine chapters and

enthusiastically confided in Mencken that his new novel "was

shaping up in a strong way." 4

No sooner was Dreiser abroad, however, than he developed

nagging doubts concerning the wisdom of advances against

royalties.5 Unaware of the modest success of Jennie Gerhardt

in America, Dreiser imagined himself destitute and under the

extreme necessity of publishing immediately. The longed-for

trip abroad became a great mental strain, therefore, and

Dreiser was rude to many European artists and statesmen with

whom interviews had been thoughtfully provided by Richards.

By March he was so preoccupied and anxious to get home that

he cut out of his itinerary a two-week walking tour of Hardy

country, arranged at his request, and wrote so many frantic

letters about time and money that the increasingly irritated

Richards sarcastically told him he ought to travel with a

doctor and hypodermic syringe.6 Paradoxically, his anxieties

4Letters of Theodore Dreiser, ed. Robert H. Elias (Phila-
delphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1949), p. 127.

5 For three articles on Dreiser's European tour to be pub-
lished in the Century magazine, Richards secured for his friend
a $1,000 advance. From Harper's he obtained a $2,000 research
advance on The Financier, as well as $500 against the earnings
of Jennie Gerhardt.

6w. A. Swanberg, Dreiser (New York: Scribners, 1965),
p. 60.
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helped him in a rather dramatic way: feeling that a stateroom

was too expensive on the Titanic's maiden voyage to America,

he had himself booked on a later and more economical ship,

thus keeping intact his manuscripts and himself.

Aiming at an August publication, Dreiser upon his return

in April went immediately to work, writing steadily all

through the summer of 1912. Selecting from his research

those details that caught his imagination, telescoping or

expanding time according to his dramatic intent, and filling

out characters from the brief sketches of newspaper reports,

Dreiser sought to create, as Robert Penn Warren says, a new

art form, a new genre, "a novel in which all the outer facts

are certified and the inner facts are imaginatively extrapo-

lated from that evidence, and the whole, outer and inner, is

offered as a document."7 It also cast Dreiser in the role

of spokesman for the new literary movement called naturalism,

with his aggressive announcement that man is a creature in

nature, subject to the same laws, tides, and cosmic machinery

as the rest of the universe.

Upon its October publication, The Titan attracted some

rather strong criticism regarding both form and philosophy.

More importantly, however, the general public did not like

and did not buy Dreiser's novel. By December of 1912, for

7 Robert Penn Warren, Homage to Dreiser (New York:
Random House, 1971), p. 75.
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example, The Financier had sold only 8,322 copies, not enough

to earn Dreiser any money, and in all of 1913 it sold only

1,727 more. Even the 1914 release of The Titan, second

volume of the trilogy, did nothing to stimulate sales. In

fact, not until the controversy arose upon publication of

The "Genius"--resulting in relaxed censorship standards and

wide recognition of Dreiser as a pioneer in American litera-

ture--did The Financier show any marked increase in sales.

By 1920, however, it had begun to attract critical attention

abroad, and Dreiser proudly wrote Edward Smith that it had

been chosen by one of Germany's foremost publishers for a

series "made up of volumes selected as representative out of

the works of notables in other lands."8 In 1927 the novel

was revised; in 1946 another edition was brought out to com-

plement the posthumous release of the third volume of the

trilogy; in 1972 World Publishers consolidated all three

volumes, with an introduction by Philip Gerber.

As in Jennie Gerhardt, the major conflict of the novel

grows out of a triangle of relationships, this time centered

upon Edward Malia Butler, a Philadelphia contractor; his

daughter Aileen, a young Philadelphia beauty who, one critic

alleges, is modeled on red-haired Mary (Mollie) Adelaide

Moore; and Frank Algernon Cowperwood, Dreiser's name for

Yerkes, an outsider who is a threat not only to the Butler

8 Letters, p. 332.

..........
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family but to the structure of society. The conflict stems

from an affair revealed to Aileen's father by an anonymous

letter directing him to watch a certain house if he wants to

know what his daughter is doing there with the "banker" Cow-

perwood. Incredulous and perplexed, Aileen's father confronts

her with the letter and reads the guilty truth in her defi-

ance. "Ye're a beautiful girl," he tells his daughter in

dismay and outrage.

Ye're young. Ye have money. There's dozens of young
men'd be proud to make ye their wife. Whatever ye may
be thinkin' or doin', don't throw away your life. Don't
destroy your immortal soul. Don't break my heart
entirely.9

Unable to shame his proud, young daughter into compliance by

either the church or parental affection, Mr. Butler turns

his wrath on the intruder. "The scoundrel!" he said. "The

scoundrel! I'll drive him out of Philadelphy, if it takes

the last dollar I have in the world" (p. 219).

A self-made Irish Roman Catholic contractor, Mr. Butler

rose from hauling garbage to a prominent position in the

Philadelphia Republican party by his vigor, determination,

and shrewd political alliances. Immediately he uses all

three to bring Cowperwood to retribution. First, he calls

for a $100,000 loan which he has extended to Cowperwood as

his agent upon the Philadelphia stock exchange. Then,

9 Theodore Dreiser, The Financier (1912; rpt. Cleveland:
The World Publishing Co., 1946), p. 219. All subsequent
references are textual.
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capitalizing upon the temporary panic in the market caused by

the Chicago Fire, Butler asks his friends and allies to call

as many of Cowperwood's loans as possible, thus forcing him

to relinquish his share of the coveted blue chip street-

railway stocks in order to stay solvent. Finally, Butler

learns from the weak but greedy City Treasurer, George

Stener, of a $60,000 check which Cowperwood took illegally

from the City Treasury on the very afternoon that Butler

became aware of the Chicago disaster and his daughter's

affair. Although Cowperwood has for months been operating

on $500,000 from the Treasury--a common Republican practice

of the time--Butler's friends plan to say nothing about it,

for the publicity might lead to more thorough investigations,

just at a time when re-election of the Republican incumbents

is particularly necessary. For the indiscretion of the

$60,000 check, however, Butler and his allies plan to make

Cowperwood the scapegoat for all the wrongdoings of the

Republican party. Choosing to give the newspapers the

"right angle" (p. 259) on the missing money and to let the

weight of outraged public opinion bring Cowperwood to "jus-

tice," Butler and his friends carefully arrange Cowperwood's

future--certain imprisonment, financial ruin, personal dis-

grace. "Highly gratified," Butler leaves the meeting, sure

of his means of making Cowperwood pay. "It was a sad day

for Cowperwood, Butler thought--the day he had first tried
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to lead Aileen astray--and the time was not far off when he

could prove it to him" (p. 260).

With Aileen, however, Butler is not so successful, for

his qualities of vigor, determination, and shrewdness do not

count with a beautiful daughter. Efforts to send her abroad

fail, and using the Pinkerton Detective Agency to trap her

with Cowperwood at a Philadelphia rooming house does not

shame her as he intended but only makes her more defiant.

Even his spiritual approach fails--grimly reminding her of

"mortal sin" and "excommunication"--for Aileen tells her

incredulous father, "The fact is, if you want to know it, I

don't believe in the Catholic Church any more, so there"

(p. 306). Butler's further insistence only causes Aileen

to run away, and to avoid hurting his simple and trusting

wife, he is forced to crawl to Cowperwood in order to find

out where she is, even though by then Butler has had Cow-

perwood tried, convicted, and sentenced for five years to

the state penitentiary.

Cowperwood sends Aileen home in exchange for Butler's

promise that she can remain in Philadelphia, but by then

ugly rumors are circulating and the other Butler children are

involved in defending their sister's reputation and in pre-

serving their now uncertain social standing in the community.

As Butler exerts his considerable influence to keep Cow-

perwood from being pardoned, Aileen grows more distant and

insulting to her father, more haughty and quarrelsome with
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her disapproving brothers, until at last the Butler home is

divided and confused and Mr. Butler, worn out from wrestling

with a problem that seems to defy solution, dies alone in

his study. "Finally, in a form of religious despair, sitting

at his desk, in his business chair, he had collapsed--a

weary and disconsolate man of seventy" (p. 479). In The

Titan there is even a hint from two gossiping matrons that

he took his own life, surely the gravest of sins for a staunch

Roman Catholic like Mr. Butler, but perhaps this is merely

their way of making a good story better.

That it is only Butler's wrath which has kept Cowperwood

in prison is revealed at his death, when within weeks a peti-

tion, signed by all important Philadelphia financiers and

brokers, is sent to the governor asking for Cowperwood's

pardon. Thus after serving thirteen months of his five-year

terlR, Cowperwood is released to begin his comeback as an

important financial force. Aileen is loyally waiting, having

irrevocably turned against her father during a passionate

visit to the prison, where she sees Cowperwood in physical

misery and unexpected tears.

To think her fine, wonderful Frank should be compelled
to come to this--to cry. . . . Her father--damn him
Her family--pooh! What did she care? Her Frank--her
Frank. How little all else mattered where he was con-
cerned. (pp. 463-4)

Thus though Butler wins a battle and punishes Cowperwood with

prison for his immoral misconduct, Cowperwood wins the war,
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taking the highest prize and leaving Aileen's father to deal

with the collapse of his highest values.

Cowperwood first saw Aileen when she was a schoolgirl

of sixteen, bursting unexpectedly into the Butler house in

her scarlet cape and colliding with her father. Aileen is

all vitality and abundant good health, with red lips and

cheeks, bright teeth, and red-gold hair. She is to Cow-

perwood a "bright bird radiating health and enthusiasm"

(p. 80) and a "high-stepping horse without a check-rein"

(p. 89). She is from the first placed most favorably in his

mind beside his sickly wife Lillian, who at thirty-two is

subject to migraines, fits of depression, and a disturbing

tendency to be "a natural conservator of public morals"

(p. 136).

As the Cowperwood and Butler families become friends,

Aileen sees the greater taste and refinement in the Cowper-

wood lifestyle, and by the time she is nineteen she insists

on a better house and new furniture, the Butler residence

being, in comparison with the Cowperwood mansion, "old and

cheap and dingy" (p. 115). This leads to many family argu-

ments which her father always wins, for it is clear that he

prefers his comfortable old house and has no intentions of

either moving or remodeling. "Come now," he says placatingly

to Aileen after one of their dinnertime shouting matches;

"Play me somethin' on the piano, somethin' nice."
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He preferred showy, clattery things which exhibited her
skill and muscular ability and left him wondering how
she did it. That was what education was for--to enable
her to play these very difficult things quickly and
forcefully. (p. 118)

Unable to convince her rough father of the necessity of

a luxurious house, Aileen overcompensates with gorgeous

decorations for her bedroom, and ostentatious, elaborate

costumes for herself. On the evening of the great Cowperwood

ball, for example, she commands eyes from the moment she

walks through the door in

ravishing black satin, scaled as a fish with glistening
crimsoned-silver sequins, her round, smooth arms bare
to the shoulders, her corsage cut as low in the front
and back as her daring, in relation to her sense of the
proprieties, permitted. (p. 123)

Around her neck was a necklace of black jet, her hair was

done up in a black spangled net, a speck of black court-

plaster was laid upon her cheekbone, and rings flashed from

every finger.

Dazzled and enchanted, Cowperwood, who admires just

this lavishness of dress and form, whispers to her famil-

iarly, as though there was an old understanding between

them: "I can't tell you how nice you look. . . . You're

like fire and song" (pp. 124-5). Immediately Cowperwood is

embarrassed by the surprising poetic extravagance of his

speech. Cautiously he explores this daring description, so

unlike his usual reserved remarks, and concludes that if

words like that come out of his mouth, something exciting
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is about to happen. Admiring Cowperwood's force, refine-

ment, felicitous compliments, and luxurious home, Aileen

soon becomes his mistress, willing to wait for the day when

he can quietly divorce his pale wife Lillian and install

Aileen in just such a beautiful house, overcoming at once

the stigma of her humble beginnings.

Thus she waits all through the long and bitter months

of Cowperwood's trial, sentencing, appeals, and incarcera-

tion, opposing everyone who even whispers against him and

dreaming of the day when she can be his wife. At last, upon

Cowperwood's release, with his fortune dramatically recovered

and his first wife legally disposed of, Aileen sees her

future shimmering before her. She is young; she is beauti-

ful; in her mind she sees herself as the queen of Chicago

society, commanding attendance at her parties through her

grace and unbelievable wealth. A meditative epilogue, how-

ever, suggests that her dreams will never be fulfilled, that

the glory she longs for and the happiness she expects are

but "the ashes of Dead Sea fruit." Paradoxically three

witches whisper a Macbeth-like prophecy to the Cowperwoods

about hope that is failure, success that is a mirage, and

"love that eluded as a will-o'-the-wisp and died in the

dark." With the results of the Yerkes research before him

and the still-painful presence of the Cudlipp affair in his

consciousness, Dreiser concluded his novel with a speculation
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concerning the fate of those who ruthlessly take what they

want with no consideration for others. "What wise man

might not read from such a beginning, such an end?" (p. 503)

he asks.

Cowperwood is the key to Aileen's hopes and failures,

for it is through relationship with his magnetic personality,

his extraordinary force, his dignity, and his "incisive,

quick-motioned, self-sufficient manner" (p. 3) that she sees

herself rising in the estimation of the world. These

qualities will make Frank succeed no matter what adversities

he faces, Aileen perceives; these qualities mark him as a

man among men, thus insuring her, as his wife, a prestigious

place in society. And these qualities Cowperwood had from

childhood, along with good health, a strong will, and a

single-minded desire to be immensely rich.

Before Cowperwood was ten years old he had reasoned out

that life was organized so that "things lived on each other"

(p. 5) and that the victor was the one who was best pro-

tected and most aggressive. Aquatic life in a local fish

market taught him this, as every day he watched a patient

and canny lobster eat more of a poorly-armed and badly-

frightened squid. There were no ethics involved, he saw;

good and evil did not matter in nature's pragmatic exchange,

only winning. It was only the fallen giant, he later noticed

when he was working out the details of his philosophy, who

got attacked by the hypocritical public and "the little
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guardians of so-called law and morality, the newspapers, the

preachers, the police, and the public moralists" (p. 135).

Money, he saw from the very beginning, was the real key to

success; money bought protection and thrust one above the

flux of custom and convention. Money made of one a lobster

instead of a squid.

Such a philosophy is twice as valuable as a public

school education, which young Cowperwood finds to be an

"abomination, " "silly," and "of no use," except for book-

keeping and arithmetic (p. 13). Thus like Lester Kane, he

drops out before high school graduation and enters the

business world. By seventeen he has become highly successful

as a salesman and dealer for the Waterman Grain and Commis-

sion Company; by eighteen he is a successful agent on

Exchange for Tighe and Company, bankers and brokers. Here

he learns that

a real man must never be an agent, a tool, or a gam-
bler--acting for himself or others--he must employ such.
A real man--a financier--was never a tool. He used
tools. He created. He led. (p. 44)

Soon Cowperwood has a small note-brokerage business for

himself, having by age nineteen inherited $25,000 from his

uncle and learned the subtleties of the stock market. "He'll

make a mark," says one of his business associates as he begins

his new endeavor. "He's the shrewdest boy of his age I ever

saw" (p. 50). Within eight years Cowperwood has fulfilled

that prophecy: he enjoys a high standing in the business
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community; he confidently represents upon the stock exchange

several important Pennsylvania politicians, among them

Edward Malia Butler, who recognizes Cowperwood as a man of

insight and daring, like himself; he has a wife and two

children, a growing art collection, and a fine, new house

decorated in the very latest of styles, with even a pink,

blue, and gold triangular piano--"the square shapes were so

inexpressibly wearisome to the initiated," his architect

advised him (p. 107).

Upon this pinnacle of success converge several indepen-

dent lines of disaster--the Chicago fire, which throws the

market into a temporary panic; Cowperwood's overextension of

credit; the brief affair with Aileen; the imprudent borrowing

of the $60,000 check--a convergence which gives Butler the

leverage he needs to plummet Cowperwood from the pinnacle.

But the qualities that have made Cowperwood a success keep

him from being permanently defeated, and his philosophy of

life causes him to view the convergence as merely'the machi-

nations of fate" (p. 345), as a lesson in the necessity of

maintaining adequate protection against attack, and as

evidence of the folly of weak men who could be bribed or

threatened by Butler.

Always he believes in the essential "financial right-

ness" (p. 345) of his actions, the only ethic involved,

according to Cowperwood. He does not understand his wife's
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objections to a divorce, for example; after all, he reasons,

"he was not doing her any essential injustice--not an eco-

nomic one--which was the important thing (p. 473). Such a

philosophy saves him from psychological depression during

the gray winter months in prison and makes him able to

optimistically occupy his time, until the eventual day of

his pardon, with caning chairs, trapping rats, maintaining

a garden, and directing a dummy corporation headed by an

employee named Wingate.

Using the coveted street-railway stocks as collateral,

Cowperwood shrewdly but covertly amasses enough capital

during his thirteen months in prison to pay his debts, to

relieve the financial distress of those who suffered with

him, and following his release at Butler's death, to run

his profit margin up to the million mark, during the panic

engendered in 1873 by the failure of the mammoth Jay Cooke

and Company. "I have had my lesson," he reflects, looking

back on the events which led to imprisonment, release, and

financial recovery.

I am as rich as I was, and only a little older. They
caught me once, but they will not catch me again. . .
I am a millionaire. I am a free man. I am only
thirty-six, and my future is all before me. (p. 499)

The Financier thus ends with the outsider's triumph over Mr.

Butler and conventional morality, with Cowperwood's departure

for new fields to conquer in the west, taking with him the

loyal Aileen with her fervent belief in his great destiny.
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Even the witches of the epilogue promise Cowperwood a life

of fame and astounding fortune,

a world of mansions, carriages, jewels, beauty; a vast
metropolis outraged by the power of one man; . . . vast
halls of priceless pictures; a palace unrivaled for
its magnificance; a whole world reading with wonder,
at times, of a given name. (p. 503)

As in Jennie Gerhardt, victory is not without its ambi-

guities. Mr. Kane is the winner in the struggle for social

order and parental authority; paradoxically, however, his

moral victory causes the defeat of all that is honest and

noble in his son. Social order is maintained, therefore,

only at the price of emotional satisfaction, a price that

makes of the win a loss for the man who prizes his individu-

ality. In The Financier Mr. Butler's victory over Cowperwood

results in the defeat of his favorite daughter's parental

love and respect; therefore, in winning he loses and dies in

religious doubt and despair. In Cowperwood's struggles to

achieve material victory and to transcend the forces of con-

ventional morality, he casts aside interior values of under-

standing, love, and sympathy, thereby rendering illusory the

fabulous treasures of his future life, denying to himself

the means of enjoying his abundance, and earning the witches'

bitter promises in the epilogue of sorrow, surfeit, and

soul-weariness. "Hail to you, Frank Cowperwood," they greet

him, "master and no master, prince of a world of dreams

whose reality was disillusion" (p. 503).
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Though he conquers Butler by taking Aileen, Cowperwood

loses all traces of gentleness and good nature; on the eve

of his greatest financial coup, for example, he is pictured

by Dreiser as a "wolf prowling under glittering, bitter

stars in the night, . . . looking down into the humble folds

of simple men and seeing what their ignorance and their

unsophistication would cost them" (p. 495). Gone are the

early dreams of living "richly, joyously, fully" (p. 61)

that tempered his grim financial calculations; gone are the

beautiful mental pictures of wealth as a "fleecy tinted

cloud on the horizon" (p. 83). In their place is a rapacious

quest for advancement, a drive for power gained through any

means, a total determination to become the armor-plated

lobster, invulnerable to attack. "Isn't it nice to be

finally going?" asks Aileen happily as they leave Phila-

delphia for what she believes will be their exciting future

in Chicago. "It is advantageous, anyhow" (p. 501), is

Cowperwood's only comment.

Years later in an essay on economics, Dreiser deduces

that the typical American financier, for all his great

achievements and admirable manner of self-sufficiency, is

curiously devoid of humanizing feelings: he is "shark-

like," "a highly specialized machine," one of a "procession"

of "cat-like animals weaving a devious way amid the intri-

cacies of law and public opinion and theories," "narrow to
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all but an infinitesimal line in nearly all that relates to

the humanities." 10 To this financier, exactly as to Cowper-

wood, "the average man is of as little significance . . . as

a stalk of grain to a reaper." 1 Furthermore, the financier

protects himself from the warmth of fellow-feeling by a wall

of pride, regarding as a half truth the "pen-written

theory about all men being free and equal." "Free they

might be," he concedes, "but equal to himself, however much

they might be equal to one another, never." 1 2

In The Financier Dreiser focuses on a personality

gradually becoming dehumanized in proportion to the bold

ruthlessness of his actions. Self-confidence and disre-

gard for the opinions of others see him through a bitter

experience like imprisonment; a determination to have his

way in life, however, gradually leaves him in possession of

a self incapable of compassion and unable to tolerate or

even understand weakness. Jennie's beautiful motto of

"goodness of heart" gives way to Cowperwood's aggressive

"I satisfy myself," and Dreiser shifts his kaleidoscope of

introspection to a consideration of the probable results

of carrying off an enthusiastic young girl, in the face of

parental and societal opposition. Though as an author he

1 0 Theodore Dreiser, "The American Financier," Hey,
Rub-A-Dub-Dub (New York: Boni and Liveright, 192 0), p. 74.

llIbid., p. 82. 1 2 Ibid., p. 81.
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blasts a materialistic society, this time barely dis-

tinguishable from the jungle in its "ferocity and irra-

tionality," 1 3 his major concern is clearly with the per-

sonality of the outsider and with his protagonist's pyrrhic

victory over convention.

Reflectively in the epilogue he examines that victory

and predicts bitterness for those whose cold and ruthless

behavior leaves a trail of broken lives behind it. If

Dreiser is Cowperwood, Aileen is Thelma Cudlipp, and the

narrative conflict a drama of a possible outcome of their

relationship, Dreiser's grave and meditative tone in the

epilogue suggests his relief that circumstances did not

force him into becoming like his merciless protagonist.

The Financier was not yet published when Dreiser forged

ahead with The Titan, working out in narrative form the

bleak prophecies of the epilogue.

1 3 William L. Phillips, "The Imagery of Dreiser's
Novels," PMLA, 78 (December 1963), 576.



CHAPTER IV

THE PATTERN IN THE TITAN

The Titan was written at record speed during 1913.

Pressed for money and anxious to further his reputation for

a "straightforward, plain-spoken discussion of American

life,"1 Dreiser pushed so hard for an early publication date

that by November the galleys were ready to send to Mencken

for his advice. Mencken was extremely enthusiastic, as-

suring Dreiser that it was his best-written book; only

Jennie Gerhardt is better, he said, and its superiority lies

in its greater "emotional appeal. "2

Harper's, however, was concerned with matters other

than structure, and after a hurried summit conference,

decided to withdraw the book from publication, even though

10,000 copies had already been printed. Recovering from

surgery in Chicago, Dreiser indignantly fired letters to his

New York friends asking for their aid and advice, but

inquiries only revealed Harper's to be adamant in their

objections. Shareholders of Harper's stock might criticize

1 Theodore Dreiser, A Traveler at 40 (New York: Century,
1913), p. 3.

2 Letters of Theodore Dreiser, ed. Robert H. Elias
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1959),
p. 163.
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Dreiser's strong attack on capitalists, they felt; Emilie

Grigsby, a London socialite on whom one of The Titan's

main characters was modeled, might sue for defamation of

character; parents would not allow their children to see

life presented in such raucous and uncompromisingly realistic

terms. The book did not belong, Harper's concluded, on the

American family's center table, where an unsuspecting young

lady could pick it up and accidentally be exposed to indeco-

rous language and behavior. The Titan simply did not square

with the traditional "center table standard" of the power-

ful Genteel Tradition; therefore publication of The Titan

was canceled.

Within three weeks of the Harper's decision, the

British-based John Lane Company had bought the rights, ad-

vanced Dreiser $1,000, and agreed to pay him a twenty per-

cent royalty. By May the book was out and Harper's no

doubt felt justified in its withdrawal, for sales were poor.

By July The Titan had sold only 6,601 copies, and by the end

of 1914, only 8,016. In debt to both Harper's and Lane's

for advancements against the royalties, Dreiser laid aside

work on the third volume of the trilogy, already half com-

pleted, and never finished it. Called The Stoic, the book

was published posthumously, with its ending written either

by his widow Helen or by a staff of editorial assistants,

using Dreiser's notes and sketches.
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The major focus of the criticism against the book was

its so-called pornography. "All the lady critics are after

me with pink-handled silver hatchets," Dreiser joked with

his friend, James Huneker, but the climate of criticism

which greeted the publication of the second volume of the

trilogy was no laughing matter, as Dreiser was forced to

concede when the book did not sell. Stuart P. Sherman

typified the general critical judgment when he called the

book "a huge club sandwich composed of slices of business

alternating with erotic episodes."5  Ford Maddox Ford

expressed the most violent opposition (a position he later

modified), calling it "the most revolting book I have ever

read, the most horrible, the most demoralizing, the most,

perhaps, immoral." The Titan "renders vice so attractive

and engrossing," he said, "that it may well damage forever

its readers' sense of proportion.6

Besides the pornography charge, however, there were

claims that it duplicated The Financier in the most tedious

kind of deja vu. Frank Harris, for example, called it "a

mere replica or copy" of The Financier,7 such a familiar

4 Letters of Theodore Dreiser, p. 167.

5Stuart P. Sherman, "The Barbaric Naturalism of Theo-
fore Dreiser," On Contemporary Literature (New York: Henry
Holt, 1917), p. 98.

6Quoted by Dorothy Dudley, Forgotten Frontiers (New
York: Harrison Smith and Robert Haas, 1932), p. 302.

7Frank Harris, Contemporary Portraits (New York:
Published by the author, 1919), p. 98.
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charge that Mencken answered it in a long and carefully-

constructed essay. The Titan, he argued, represents "a new

and clearer thinking out of The Financier." It has been

given "a new harmony and unity, a new plausibility, a new

passion and purpose. "8 Cowperwood is no longer a mere

"extra-pertinacious money-grubber" but a "highly civilized

Lorenzo the Magnificent," with "a sort of ironical detach-

ment, as if lifted above himself by the sheer aesthetic

spectacle."9 Dreiser said simply that the two should be

marketed together, since "the former was an integral part

of the latter," 1 0  but he did not take part in the critical

fights over its construction. As an interesting sidelight

on the relationship of the two novels, the warden at San

Quentin told Dreiser that they were the two most popular

books in his prison library.

Today The Titan is not one of Dreiser's best-known

works. Too journalistic for some, too philosophical for

others, it stands merely, according to Robert N. Schneider,

as a

prime example of Dreiser's rejection of conventional
moral standards, his celebration of the efficacy of
human will, and his presentation of life as a battle

8 H. L. Mencken, A Book of Prefaces (Garden City, New
York: Garden City Publishing Co., 1927), p. 117.

9Ibid., p. 114.

1OLetters of Theodore Dreiser, p. 362.
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where the victory goes to the strong rather than to
the virtuous."1

Those who do not wish to dwell on its naturalistic tenets

find it an interesting mural of American public life or a

colorful tableau of business and culture.

The plot of The Titan is built upon the same pattern

used in the previous work of the 1911-1914 period--the

outsider threatening traditional social structures, trans-

gressing against family solidarity, and being vindictively

opposed by a parent figure. Here the role of the parent is

assumed by a coalition of four established Chicago business-

men who resent Cowperwood's intrusion into their comfortable

world. Considering themselves the joint guardians of

Chicago's commercial and social future, they speak of Cow-

perwood metaphorically as the seducer of Chicago, "the

fair maiden,,12 whose protection is their duty. In derision

Cowperwood often refers to the coalition as "the silk

stockings" (p. 90) who jealously protect their family

enterprises from outside intervention and keep him from his

rightful place in society.

1 1 Robert N. Schneider, Five Novelists of the Progressive
Era (New York: Columbia University Press, 1965), p. 174.

1 2 Theodore Dreiser, The Titan (New York: Boni and
Liveright, 1914), p. 90. All subsequent references are
textual.
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The most aggressive member of the coalition and the man

who first opposes Cowperwood is named Norman Schryhart, "a

man of great physical and mental vigor, six feet tall, hale

and stolid as an ox" (p. 77). A "shrewd, hard, cold man"

(p. 78), Schryhart first notices Cowperwood through news-

paper accounts of his efforts to buy and unite the suburban

gas companies, thus forcing the old gas companies into either

using competitive rates or buying him out at an exorbitant

price. At his club Schryhart speaks of the plan as "preten-

tious" (p. 77); privately he decides to get in on the action.

Announcing himself as one of "old standing in Chicago" (p. 81),

Schryhart goes to see Cowperwood and imperiously offers to

take over the operation to unite all the gas companies into

one, giving Cowperwood one-fourth of the profits in exchange

for his stock. Cowperwood declines, bribes the city council

into awarding him a blanket franchise, and proceeds to

accomplish his plan without Schryhart's connections, much

to the latter's chagrin. It is a daring move and wrings

from Schryhart cries of "buccaneer" and "upstart" (p. 98);

nevertheless it makes Cowperwood a very wealthy man and a

force to be reckoned with in the future.

Unfortunately, the unfavorable publicity of the gas

controversy, combined with Aileen Cowperwood's lack of

refinement and the rumors about their colorful past, serve

to keep them out of society, in spite of Cowperwood's
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magnetic personality, Chicago mansion, and growing art col-

lection. It is a blow to Cowperwood but a catastrophe to

Aileen, who needs social success here "in order to justify

herself to herself" (p. 101). As a "well-kept, stall-fed

pet" (p. 68),, Aileen is concerned with little beyond an

elaborate wardrobe and social admiration; vain and naive,

she suffers terribly from this social rejection and never

totally recovers. Cowperwood, on the other hand, looks

ahead to other opportunities.

"Never mind," he said cheerfully. "If we don't
win this game here in Chicago, we will somewhere."

He was thinking of the brilliant manner in which
he had adjusted his affairs with the old gas companies
and Mr. Schryhart, and how thoroughly he would handle
some other matters when the time came. (p. 105)

Soon Cowperwood turns to the rapidly expanding Chicago

street-railway system and buys two of Chicago's three lines

before Schryhart, the principal stockholder in the third

line, realizes what is coming. Promising cable-tracks and

warm, handsome cars in which the public will be safely trans-

ported, Cowperwood asks the city for the free use of two

abandoned tunnels across the Chicago River, in order that

the North Side may be carried to the business district as

easily as the prestigious South Side. It is a reasonable

request and a sound business proposition, but it is opposed

by the Schryhart-controlled newspapers, who run editorials

with headlines such as "Plain Grab of City Tunnels Proposed."
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Nevertheless, through the services of the heavily-bribed

city council, rights are granted to the tunnels, and before

Schryhart and his conservative associates can plan their

strategy, the public is glowing with pride over the fine,

progressive advances of electrically-powered cable cars.

At last Schryhart and his friends must admit that in

Cowperwood "a new financial rival had appeared who was

worthy of their steel" (p. 223). He had arranged his affairs

so that he was not indebted to one of Chicago's established

financiers; he was politically organized so that he could

manipulate the principal phases of all local bond issues and

city ordinances and prohibit other rivals from entering the

field; he was in control of the newest and most powerful

Trust Company in Chicago. But the worst of it was that this

Cowperwood--

this upstart, a jail-bird, a stranger whom they had
done their best to suppress financially and ostracize
socially, had now become an attractive, even a spark-
ling figure in the eyes of the Chicago public. (p. 223)

Though Cowperwood's financial success makes outright

opposition imprudent, the coalition is prompted to organize

action by Cowperwood's flaunting of moral convention. First,

Schryhart learns that Cowperwood has seduced young Cecily

Haguenin and that her father, owner of Cowperwood's largest

newspaper support, is intent on revenge and therefore will

throw his influence to the Schryhart forces. Immediately

comes the news that the young wife of Hosmer Hand has been
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having an affair with Cowperwood, a sensational story that

the gossip columns have fully exploited, much to Hand's dis-

may. A "solid, phlegmatic, heavy-thinking person" (p. 261),

Hand, who has been lending Cowperwood money, sends his wife

to Europe--"as old Butler had once attempted to send Aileen

years before" (p. 265)--and promises Schryhart that he will

devote his great fortune, if necessary, to ruining Cowper-

wood. Even aristocratic Anson Merrill, the great dry goods

prince, formally joins the alliance when he remembers, upon

consideration of the Hand affair, that "his own wife had

recently insisted on inviting Cowperwood once" (p. 287).

Soon Timothy Arneel, the wealthiest man in Chicago, promises

his complete support, outraged at Cowperwood's immoral beha-

vior and loyal to the old Chicago whose values have now been

definitely challenged.

With determination and vigor the coalition plans its

attack: they "buy" twenty-six aldermen on the newly-elected

city council, push through an ordinance granting rights to

construct an elevated road, load the newspapers with slurs

and attacks on Cowperwood, force the local banks to refuse

him loans, and prejudice Eastern bankers against him. Cow-

perwood, however, refuses to be defeated, bribes the new

mayor to veto the elevated railway ordinance, and gives a

$300,000 telescope to the University of Chicago--a gift of

such imagination that the public is once again on his side,

and the Eastern bankers, who had been made suspicious of
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Cowperwood's solvency, rush to invest with a man who must

have fabulous wealth in reserve to make such a gift. The

coalition then plans to pit its background of prestige and

influence against Cowperwood's daring, in one last stand

over the American Match Company, whose great losses immedi-

ately preceding the Panic of 1896 they plan for Cowperwood

to bear.

The problem is that each member has overextended him-

self in buying shares of American Match, at a time when

underwriting trusts made an immediate and extremely lucrative

return. Failing to sense a recession as rapidly as Cowper-

wood did, they have not prepared by converting shares to

cash and thus are caught "long" on rapidly-falling American

Match shares. Hand, for example, "was caught for nearly

one million five hundred thousand dollars, and his soul was

as gray as a bat's wing" (p. 413). The local banks have

also strained themselves in the area of stock purchases "at

the behest of the big quadrumvirate" (p. 415); nothing can

be done to keep the market stable without a great deal of

money, and it is decided that all of Cowperwood's loans

will be called, to the tune of almost three million dollars.

Thus on the eve of the threatened collapse there is a

meeting at Mr. Arneel's home, chosen for its image of

prestige and entrenched wealth. All of Chicago's under-

lings and hired hands are present to hear the Schryhart
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suggestion concerning Cowperwood's financial demise. Cow-

perwood is a "pariah," they hear, "and if this opportunity

to show him what we think of his methods is not used we

will be doing less than our duty to the city and to one

another" (p. 429). Each of the four members of the coali-

tion exudes courtesy and confidence, as a symbol of their

rights to leadership concerning the matter.

Mr. Arneel, clad in yellowish linen, with a white
shirt of lavender stripe, and carrying a palm-leaf fan,
seemed quite refreshed; his fine expanse of neck and
bosom looked most paternal, and even Abrahamesque.
(p. 424)

Mr. Hand was dressed in a blue serge coat with trousers of

a gaudy stripe, his expression "at once encouraging and

serious, as though he were saying, "My dear children, this

is very trying but we will do the best we can" (p. 424).

Mr. Schryhart sat stolid and hard "as though he might be

carved out of some dark wood" (p. 424); Mr. Merrill was

"cool and ornate and lazy," nodding and smiling in aristo-

cratic silence (p. 424).

Thus the climactic meeting begins, with Mr. Arneel, as

Chicago's foremost citizen, summoning Cowperwood to his

home to be the "condemned scapegoat and victim" (p. 434).

As he entered the home of Arneel he was a pictur-
esque and truly representative figure of his day. In
a light summer suit of cream and gray twill, with a
straw hat ornamented by a blue-and-white band, and
wearing yellow quarter-shoes of the softest leather,
he appeared a very model of trig, well-groomed self-
sufficiency. As he was ushered into the room he gazed
about him in a brave, leonine way. (p. 432)
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The coalition is certain that Cowperwood will not defy them,

not before such a prestigious gathering of thirty bank presi-

dents and directors, newspaper publishers, and carefully-

appointed financiers, and not when he has so much to lose by

disobeying.

Cowperwood wins in this meeting the same way he has won

in many others--by the force of his magnetic personality and

by complete confidence in his superiority over other men.

Though he has prudently stock-piled reserves to meet just

such a financial crisis as this, he does not intend to use

them; rather he bluffs the opposition into believing he

has the ability to "gut every bank" in Chicago (p. 434)

and forces them to back down in confusion and hesitation.

"After due calculation advice was borrowed of caution. The

loans of Frank Algernon Cowperwood were not called" (p. 435),

and the coalition prepared for the personal loss of millions

on the following day.

Cowperwood had come to Chicago from Philadelphia many

years earlier, immediately attracting to his side powerful

men who recognized him as a man who was going places. "His

magnetism if it had been visible, would have enveloped him

like a glittering aura" (p. 124). From him issued "a mys-

terious vibrating current that was his chemical product,

the off-giving of his spirit battery" (p. 19). Under his

touch horses "prance like children," toss their heads, and
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snort (p. 19); women, sensing the chemical vibrations issuing

from this strange man, are drawn as to "a blazing lamp in

the dark" (p. 124).

Though Cowperwood's financial methods and ideology are

not different from those of the established financiers

whose opposition he arouses, his success in fields which they

believe belong exclusively to them earns him a reputation as

a pirate and a crook. Thus his business ventures are care-

fully publicized, and this, as well as his beautiful wife's

cultural impoverishment, keeps him out of society and turns

his interests to the pursuit of beauty, both in the form

of other women and in art. At the end of The Titan Cowper-

wood's great New York mansion is filled with a lifetime's

collection of jewels, paintings, porcelains, sculptures,

beautiful fabrics, orchids, Venetian glass, Italian marble,

jades, ivories, and Renaissance furnishings--a clear record

of his pursuits in this area. Cowperwood is not, of course,

unaware of art as an investment; yet of all his enterprises

this is the most soul-satisfying.

Of all individuals he respected, indeed revered, the
sincere artist. Existence was a mystery, but these
souls who set themselves to quiet tasks of beauty had
caught something of which he was dimly conscious. Life
had touched them with a vision, their hearts and souls
were attuned to sweet harmonies of which the common
world knew nothing. Sometimes, when he was weary after
a strenuous day, he would enter--late in the night--
his now silent gallery, and turning on the lights so
that the whole sweet room stood revealed, he would seat
himself before some treasure, . . . and would sit and
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wonder at the vision and skill of the original dreamer,
exclaiming at times: "A marvel! A marvel!" (p. 382)

Not for Cowperwood are the ordinary rules and mores of

society. "Right, virtue, duty? These are banners of mortal

manufacture" (p. 251), he believes, the weapons of the

strong to manipulate the weak. "A law unto himself," Cow-

perwood knows no limitations except "such as might be imposed

upon him by his lack of ability to think" (p. 128).

He did not believe in either the strength of the masses
or their ultimate rights, though he sympathized with
the condition of individuals, and did believe that men
like himself were sent into the world to better perfect
its mechanism and habitable order. (p. 187)

Most men, he felt, were rather like animals--"patient, inar-

tistic, hopeless" (p. 187)--and since they could not be

expected to understand ambition or grand dreams, they should

be paid a decent wage and left to their own dull devices.

For men like himself, buccaneering upon the sea of life,

there are no checks beyond chance and circumstance.

For women as a sex he has no admiration, except for

those few who are young and beautiful and who express a

strange, ethereal feeling for art. Rita Sohlberg, for

example, interests him by her artistic temperament and helps

him to see life "from a new and poetic angle" (p. 167).

Stephanie Platow dreams over Cowperwood's great art collec-

tion and communicates to him art's "heavy, sensuous appeal,"

unlocking for him "dark dream moods and pageants" (p. 204)

which he shares with her. Berenice Fleming epitomizes to
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him all he loves in art, "all the beauty and mystery of Greece,

Cytherea, the lost Atlantis, Cyprus, and its Paphian shrine"

(p. 457). Beauty, he came to feel, "was a compound of the

taste, the emotion, the innate culture, passion, and dreams

of a woman like Berenice Fleming" (p. 470).

On the whole, however, Cowperwood considers women, in-

cluding his beautiful and loyal wife Aileen, as "coy, un-

certain, foolishly inconsistent in their moods, even with

regard to what they most desired. If one contemplated

victory, it had frequently to be taken with an iron hand"

(p. 308). Though women are powerfully attracted to Cowper-

wood and all his life seek opportunities for alliances with

him, he cannot establish a long-term relationship with any

one, not even with his patiently-won lover Berenice Fleming,

to whom he promises complete fidelity and to whom he dedi-

cates his great fortune. "He was too passionate, too radiant,

too individual and complex to belong to any one individual

alone" (p. 250). His attitude was the "natural flowering

out of a temperament that was chronically promiscuous,

intellectually uncertain, and philosophically anarchistic"

(p. 201).

Ultimately Cowperwood relies only on himself, sensing

that he alone faces life realistically, that he alone must

conquer the forces that prevent him from reaching his

destiny. Unhampered by conscience, patriotism, reputation,
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family, religion, law, or ethics, Cowperwood makes his soli-

tary way by the sheer force of his personality. "A very

lion of a man," Anson Merrill calls him admiringly, even

while deciding that he must oppose Cowperwood vigorously.

"A man with the heart of a Numidian lion" (p. 437). It is

for this reason that at the climactic meeting at Arneel's

home Cowperwood refuses to be intimidated and walks out

with even his mustache curling upward "in a jaunty, arrogant

way" (p. 434). "You'll have panic, all the panic you want,"

he threatens at the door, self-possessed, unafraid, and

angered by their determination to make him a "catspaw" by

classing him with the roomful of obedient yes-men.

As in the climaxes of the two previous novels of this

period, victory is ambiguous. For from this greatest

achievement of Cowperwood's career--this triumph of will

and personality--is born Schryhart's fanatical desire to

ruin him at all costs. Thus he conceives a dangerous plan

to block the city's extension of Cowperwood's franchises to

fifty years by arousing the public to a fever pitch con-

cerning their "rights." Hand, Merrill, and Arneel fear that

once the public is aroused to socialistic concerns, it will

not be easy to calm them, but Schryhart is adamant and con-

vinces them it is the only way to defeat Cowperwood.

Property-owners were urged to organize; a committee of
one hundred prominent citizens led by Hand and Schry-
hart was formed. It was not long before the halls,
chambers, and committee-rooms . . . were being tramped
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over almost daily by rampant delegations of ministers,
reform aldermen, and civil committeemen, who arrive
speechifying, threatening, and haranguing, and departed,
only to make room for another relay. (p. 514)

In the newspapers Cowperwood is pilloried as a pirate,

a thief, and especially as a seducer of Chicago--the fair

maiden--from whom he steals both her virtue and her purse

(p. 520). The people hear in editorial after editorial that

to Cowperwood

they constitute no more than a field upon which corn is
to be sown, and from which it is to be reaped. They
present but a mass of bent backs, their knees and faces
in the mire, over which as over a floor he strides to
superiority. (p. 526)

The workingman reading his newspaper by his kitchen gaslight

learns of the almost insane luxury of Cowperwood's New York

mansion; every detail is catalogued to contrast with the

workingman's shabby flat or cottage. Soon he feels that only

by defeating Cowperwood's franchise ordinance can he have

restitution and revenge.

Meanwhile time further mixes the victory. Arneel dies

of pneumonia and his son Edward sells his inherited holdings

in the Chicago City Railway, the last line unowned by Cow-

perwood, to Cowperwood's Eastern representatives. Anxious

to allay socialistic excitement, Merrill does the same and

even approaches Hosmer Hand concerning the matter. "Never!

never! never!" vows Mr. Hand, until his partner in a seven-

million-dollar traction scheme offers him all his Pittsburgh

stock in exchange for Hand's Chicago holdings, stock he
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plans to sell promptly to Cowperwood's agents at a handsome

profit. "Why pursue a scheme of revenge which only stirs

up the masses and makes municipal ownership a valid political

idea, thus disturbing capital elsewhere?" the partner argues

(p. 522).

Mr. Hand, puzzled, astounded, scratching his round
head, slaps a heavy hand on his desk. "Never!" he
exclaims. "Never, by God--as long as I am alive and
in Chicago!" And then he yields. Life does shifty
things, he is forced to reflect in a most puzzled way.
(p. 522)

Only Schryhart holds out, but he is in a minority and the

Eastern bankers take his holdings upon his sudden resigna-

tion from the board of directors, when he finds that the

remaining directors feel Cowperwood can run things more

efficiently.

Finally it is time for the vote to extend the franchises,

and in spite of Cowperwood's having promised up to $30,000

to each of the sixty-eight Chicago aldermen, the people have

now developed a will of their own and are loudly vocal

against Cowperwood, who has become a symbol of the monopo-

lies that have made the rich richer and the poor poorer.

Strikes, pickets, parades, speeches, sign-boards, and cir-

culars announce that will; even respectable, middle-class

citizens wear badges emblazoned with a noose attached to a

gallows and decorate the walls of Cowperwood's streetcars

with posters asking, "Are we going to be robbed?" (p. 539).

On the Monday evening of the council meeting a thousand men
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march through the streets with ropes, sticksand a fife-and-

drum corps which occasionally strikes up "Hail! Columbia,

Happy Land," "My Country, 'Tis of Thee," and "Dixie" (p. 542).

Before such demonstrations of the popular will and threats

of beatings, hangings, and burnt homes, even the $30,000 is

not a sufficient temptation. The pro-Cowperwood forces fall

and the franchise extension ordinance is defeated 41 to 25,

never to be revived.

Again victory is inextricably mixed with defeat, and

though Cowperwood is here defeated, he ties up the Chicago

traction business for years with suits, injunctions, appeals,

and writs, thus leaving the city in "a hopeless muddle which

would not be unraveled until he and his enemies should long

be dead" (p. 548). Legislators who had supported him were

driven from office; the amenable governor was "to be greeted

by the hisses of the populace, to retire brooding and dis-

comfited, and finally to take his own life" (p. 551). Schry-

hart and Hand are "unable to discover whether they had really

triumphed" (p. 551) and die puzzled over life's mysterious

forces. Cowperwood himself merely rushes on to "new strug-

gles" in other parts of the world, driven by his temperament--

"that something which he has not made and cannot always sub-

due, and which cannot always be subdued by others for him"

(p. 552).

Though the narrative pattern is the same as in Jennie

Gerhardt and The Financier, in The Titan there is much more
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metaphysical speculation concerning the confrontation which

grows out of the ideological clash between parent and out-

sider. Rather than being distracting, however, as some

critics indicate, such speculation seems somehow fitting,

because chronologically The Titan is the last work of this

period, "The Girl in the Coffin" being written in May of

1913, during an interruption in the progress of The Titan's

manuscript, and The "Genius" being started as early as the

winter of 1910, though not published until three years

later.

Who can know the ways of this world, Dreiser is asking

himself. Who can explain why man is driven by "hunger and

thirst and wonder" (p. 552); why time and chance and cir-

cumstance must happen to all; why some succeed and some

fail, some love and some subsist on hate, some are moral and

some amoral? There is no simple explanation, he decides,

not even in the mystery that is personality, which serves

as the answer to metaphysical questions concerning fate in

both Jennie Gerhardt and The Financier. For beyond per-

sonality, he says, is the force that is variously called

God, Providence, Fate, or the Life Force and which directs

the "winds of influence" and the "breaths of chance that fill

or desert our bellied or our sagging sails" (p. 188).

Essentially it is a moral force, he decides, and the happy
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man is one who can keep his eyes firmly fixed on this fact

in spite of bitter reversals of fortune.

Through the rather overwhelming bulk of philosophising

which concludes The Titan, Dreiser seems to have worked

out his own practical definitions of morality. When it was

finished, he enthusiastically confronted the press and posed

for months as a herald of a new era in American literature.

Jennie Gerhardt gave way, as his favorite creation, to the

protagonist able to face life realistically and to wrest

from it a personal sense of order and meaning. Thus the

victim becomes the victor, as the period draws to a close.



CHAPTER V

THE PATTERN IN "THE GIRL IN THE COFFIN"

In May 1913 at the height of progressive agitation in

reform-minded America, Dreiser interrupted his work on The

Titan to write a one-act play about an extremely forceful,

independent labor leader named John Ferguson. "Talk about

your kings and your emperors and your presidents and your

millionaires," says one of Dreiser's striking mill workers

in the play; "there ain't one of 'em all with the brains and

the fists could stand up alone against Ferguson." A hero

of the "people" with a sense of mission altogether as strong

and ruthless as Frank Cowperwood's, Ferguson seeks, merely

by the force of his personality, to win his fight against

the excesses of capitalism. Nothing is allowed to stand

in the way of the mixture of ambition, selfishness, courage,

and humanitarian zeal that Ferguson calls "will." For this

reason the girl is in the coffin, because both she and

Ferguson believe that destiny outranks temporal happiness

and a worthy goal demands stringent sacrifices of lesser

attachments.

1 Theodore Dreiser, The Girl in the Coffin," Plays of
the Natural and the Supernatural (New York: John Lane
Company, 1916), p. 14. All subsequent references are
textual.
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By early July Dreiser had finished the manuscript and

sent it to Mencken for possible publication in the Smart Set;

in mid-July Mencken cabled his approval and said he was

urging his co-editor, Willard Huntington Wright, to an early

publication date. Publicly Mencken praised the new play;

privately he called it "an evocation of the gruesome "2 and

wondered what his friend was thinking of. When later the

manuscripts of more plays in the same vein appeared, Mencken

was forced to explain tactfully that to publish them meant

"Iwinning a new Dreiser audience."3 What we would like to

see, he counseled his friend, is "a return to C major--that

is, to the Sister Carrie--Jennie Gerhardt--The Titan style. "4

In October the play was published, with Dreiser receiving

$150 and a lukewarm critical reception. In 1916 it was

first in the collection of Dreiser plays published by the

John Lane Company; in 1917 it was successfully performed on

stage by the Washington Square Players. In 1938 John Golden

was familiar enough with it to set Dreiser revising it as a

vehicle for the famous Gertrude Lawrence. The beginning of

World War II, however, made unsuitable any drama with a

capital-labor conflict, and the revised edition was never

2H. L. Mencken, A Book of Prefaces (Garden City, New
York: Garden City Publishing Co., 1927), p. 125.

3Letters of Theodore Dreiser, ed. Robert H. Elias
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1959),
p. 177.

4 Ibid.
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completed. Today it is considered the best of several

second-rate dramas CThe Blue Sphere," "The Light in the

Window," "In the Dark," "The Recital") and is rarely per-

formed.

As with the other works of this period, the narrative

pattern in "The Girl in the Coffin" is built on a triangular

relationship: the vindictive father, a proud, immigrant

Italian mill worker named William Magnet, whose values have

been violated by a mysterious outsider; his daughter Mary,

whose presence in a huge, center-stage coffin throws a pe-

culiarly illuminating and often ironic light on the dialogue;

and John Ferguson, Mary's anonymous lover, who, as the most

outspoken of America's labor leaders, has come to town amid

bands, parades, and cheering crowds to aid the strikers in

their heroic efforts. Magnet is the local labor leader who

has done most to shut down every mill in town but one, thus

placing the workers in a bargaining position with the capi-

talistic owners of the mills. He has been tireless in

encouraging the other Italian workers to hold firm, in per-

suading scabs to honor picket lines, and in planning the

strategy that has closed the mills. All his friends recog-

nize Magnet as the man who, because of his honesty and

capability, has united the immigrant workers; all feel the

grave importance of Magnet's speech at the final rally to

shut down the Tabitha, the one remaining mill; all are quick
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to praise his energy and dedicated service. "When the

Tabitha shuts down," one of the millers is reported to have

predicted,

we've got the best o' them bloodsuckers that's tryin'
to live off our carcasses, an' there's only one man
can put a little reason an' backbone into them cowardly
sponges o' furren scabs, an' that man's Magnet. (p. 15)

All the millers sense that Magnet is near to mental

collapse through grief and anxiety; all are in great sympathy

for him but feel, nevertheless, that his primary obligation

is to the strike. "It's his duty," Mrs. Shaefer announces,

as she reports to her neighbor what the men are saying about

Magnet, "and no man ain't got a right to go against his duty,

no matter how black his trouble may be" (p. 12). Magnet,

however, refuses to talk to his friends, refuses even to

eat or drink, spending his time either at the cemetery or

isolated at home in the room where the black coffin stands

on trestles, torturing himself with questions concerning

the identity of the man responsible for his grief and

the location of a little gold ring with a blue stone that

has disappeared from Mary's finger. Somehow he intuitively

senses a connection between the two.

Magnet is a widower who has for fifteen years raised

his daughter alone, treating her as an equal, teaching her

his craft, and sharing with her his dreams of equality for

the American laborer. Together they planned the strategy

for shutting down the mills; together they encouraged the
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workers to hold out for a bargaining position. "It's slow

times," Mary is reported to have said to a lonely group of

young millers, standing forlornly on a street corner on a

quiet Saturday evening; "but what'll you bet when we win this

strike we don't have more coin in our pockets than ever we

did--and then for the good old Saturday nights!" (p. 19)

Magnet has purposefully missed the big parade for Ferguson,

even though Ferguson has been in the past a source of inspi-

ration for Magnet; in the middle of the back wall of Magnet's

living room, for example, hangs a huge, framed lithograph

portrait of Ferguson, draped with a silk flag with gilt let-

tering and gold fringe, ample testimony to Magnet's devotion.

When Ferguson comes to call, he finds Magnet representing

himself as the victim of a conscienceless attacker, a poacher

who has no respect for the primary values that makes society

strong, a domestic invader without regard for a father's

"rights." "Damn it," Magnet shouts at the quietly reasoning

Ferguson, whom he by no means suspects as Mary's anonymous

lover,

there's some rotten coward, some beast, some low down
scoundrel has ruined my girl. I don't know who he is.
But I want to know! I want to kill him! It's the only
thing I do want. Until I've done that, this strike can
go to hell. (p. 46)

In his fierce desperation and deep self-pity, Mary and her

preferences seem to be beside the point; propriety and

punishment are foremost.
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Yet Mary cannot be forgotten by the audience, because

her black coffin, resting underneath Ferguson's large and

solemn portrait, dominates the stage and offers a silent

comment on each character's expression of his special angle

of vision concerning her. One point of view, as well as

the information that Mary died from a dangerous operation to

"cure" her pregnant condition, is presented by two local

gossips, Mrs. Schaefer and Mrs. Rickert, who come in, at

the insistence of their husbands, to serve Magnet his supper,

offer practical advice on running his household, and "put

nerve" (p. 15) into their grieving leader. "For God's sake,"

one of the husbands is quoted as saying,

you go down there tonight, Mamie, and see he gets a good
meal an' turns up at the hall an' gives his talk accordin'
to the timetable. It's a great pity, he says, for more
reasons than one, that Magnet's wife is no morealive.
That house would 'a' been better this long time past for
a good, strong woman in it. (p. 15)

Carping, nodding, comparing notes, and having a fine and hypo-

critical time, the two women sit by the coffin and discuss

Mary's stylish clothes, her free and open way of talking and

walking, her unsupervised trips to business college in the

city on Saturdays, and her easy smile.

"She looked too high" (p. 29) Mrs. Schaefer sums up for

her friend, after speaking archly of pride, peacocks, high

horses, and the dangers of stepping out of one's "place" to

seduce rich city lovers adept at covering their "tracks"

(p. 28). Both women agree that Mary's lover was from a

,111 & -1,1 iFwe i - aro-m-p - -
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class above her and that the information about how Mary died

must be kept from Ferguson at all costs. As a great man

himself, he is sure to be disapproving and therefore skeptical

concerning Magnet's ability to manage a successful strike;

he might even refuse to help in a cause blighted by such a

sin against propriety.

Thus besides their roles as dispensers of information

and purveyors of a special point of view concerning Mary,

the two gossips stand as symbols of the majority opinion--

conventional, conservative, platitudinous, stereotyped in

outlook, and full of advice about "duty." With little under-

standing of individual emotional realities and with mistaken

interpretations of the facts they do know, the representative

viewpoint of the two old women is silently commented on

throughout the drama by the juxtaposition of Mary's coffin

with Ferguson's pretentious portrait.

Another view of Mary is seen through the eyes of Nick

Blundy, a young mill worker who had hoped to marry her and

who comes to call out of respect for Mary and sympathy for

Magnet. Nick describes Mary as being full of "ginger" (p. 20)

and as "lively as a kitten" (p. 19), able both to appreci-

ate a good joke with the "boys" and to help her father in

his strike strategy. Lost in his recollections of the

energetic girl he knew, Nick says:

Why, I seed her one day on a bet run six looms, at
onct--seventy picks to the inch, mind you--and not a

I
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snarl on one o' them six machines. While we was standin'
there watchin' the boss come by, and he says: "Mary
Magnet," he says, "ef I could get the rest o' these
chaps to work the way you kin work," he says, "I'd git
a damn big raise to me wages," he says; and quick as a
flash Mary says back: "Well, just because me and the
boys kin make human shuttlecocks out o' ourselves, that
ain't no reason why we're a goin' to do it," she says,
"just to raise your pay. We know darn well we'd never
raise our own," she says, all the time jumpin' around
from one loom to another as springy as a cricket.
(p. 21)

In sharp contrast to the capable, independent, high-

spiritedand thoroughly modern girl thus described, Nick

brings her a white pillow for her coffin, with ASLEEP stitched

upon it in purple letters, and an elaborate purple satin bow

in one corner. In further contrast to the sentimental, old-

fashioned pillow, which Mrs. Schaefer describes as "beautiful"

and Mrs. Rickert pronounces "handsome" (p. 22), is the noise

of the cheering, sweating strikers out in the street, as the

great parade for Ferguson passes Magnet's house. Even Blundy,

a symbol of the idealism of youth, postpones his ceremonial

and slightly embarrassing mourning to join the parade. Death

and its prescribed conventions are thus left to the bitter

old women who enjoy them, and life moves on, noisily antici-

pating a better day with little awareness of the loss that

was Mary Magnet. Even to Blundy she becomes merely a memory

formally catalogued with a pretty inscription.

A third view is offered by Mrs. Littig, the housekeeper

and family friend who was with Mary when she died. Mrs.

Littig keeps her own counsel, does not respond to the
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gossipy neighbors, and pretends deafness or senility in order

to avoid direct and troublesome questions, even from Magnet.

She reports simply and with no interpretations or explanations

that Mary died saying, "Tell pap it's all right. Tell him

he ain't to worry" (p. 38). Mrs. Littig brings a feeling of

deep peacefulness and quiet acceptance to the drama, much

as though she were bringing a word from Mary that there should

be no a posteriori conclusions concerning "rightness" and

"wrongness," no bitterness, no resentments, no reproaches.

Her simple behavior is in sharp contrast to the angry scenes,

bitter words, and hypocritical canting that mark much of the

dialogue. Calm and natural, Mrs. Littig speaks the final

words of the play, as she hands Ferguson a little gold ring

with a blue stone and whispers, "She said I was to give you

this. She said I was to say she died happy" (p. 53).

Ferguson, the outsider, the disrupter, the anonymous

lover, is a man of singular purpose. His one interest is

the confrontation with management that may force better

wages for impoverished American laborers; his motivation

stems from a childhood of poverty, where as a ten-year-old

child he worked the bunkers in a Colorado coal mine after

his mother died of starvation and exposure. For Ferguson,

nothing can replace this driving ambition, not even love.

"I don't give a damn who's dead" (p. 24), he is reported to

-wili a' WIN-
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have said upon learning the reason for Magnet's incapacitating

grief; the strike comes first.

Ferguson is married to a conventional woman who at one

time was in sympathy with his labor leanings. Her ideas of

propriety, however, dictated an ombudsman role, where Fergu-

son mediated between labor and management, was awarded medals

for his humanitarian endeavors, and prospered financially by

kickbacks from both sides. Praised by the press, invited to

conventions on civil rights, and friends with bishops, politi-

cians, and college professors, Ferguson and his wife, in this

vision which Mrs. Ferguson pictured, would have had a pleasant

life. If he could have managed such a role, fine ladies and

gentlemen would have only "snubbed" him, he tells Magnet, not,

as they now do, malign him and seek to discredit his work in

every possible way.

Ferguson could not be a tame and respectable type of

labor leader, however, in spite of what his wife wanted;

therefore for many years they have lived apart, although his

wife will not grant him a divorce. Proud, free, and com-

mitted only to the "poor devils" (p. 51) of the laboring

class who have no champion and no hope, Ferguson allows

nothing to stand in the way of reaching his goals. To this

end Ferguson comes to Magnet's house on the evening of the

strike, ready to use whatever is necessary to enlist Magnet's

support. Dedicated to a mission higher than his personal

-------
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griefs or losses, Ferguson forces a confrontation in a des-

perate effort to rouse Magnet from enervating self-pity. Only

brief glances at the coffin which cause "peculiarly painful"

and "apprehensive" (p. 41) expressions give the audience

clues of his inner pain. Outwardly he is as calm and dis-

passionate as his portrait which hangs impressively above the

coffin; clearly he is there to do a job, to pragmatically

gain a necessary end, and his primary consideration obviates

any indulgence of past feelings.

He begins the contest of wills by offering sympathy to

Magnet with a hand on his shoulder, but immediately he offers

a practical solution to Magnet's despair--work for the "cause."

"Not every man has that comfort in his trouble" (p. 42), he

argues, implying that the labor movement can offer solace for

Magnet's wounded feelings. Magnet is having none of that,

however, and turns away with a bowed head, expressing a wish

that he could die. Calmly Ferguson goes on to the next part

of his argument, an appeal to Magnet's sense of responsibility.

"Why don't you be worthy of [this grand opportunity]?" he

asks quietly. "Why don't you stand up to it?" (p. 42) He

paints a glowing picture of how Magnet has shut down all the

mills but one; of how he ordered, planned, and executed the

strike; of how he alone can save 14,000 of his "fellow

workers" (p. 43) whose future earnings depend on his speech

urging a solid and united labor party. Personal grief is a
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"privilege" no responsible man ought to claim at the expense

of such a great and noble work, Ferguson argues.

When Magnet only shakes his head, Ferguson moves on to

his next appeal, this time with more intensity, for he is

breaking new and very personal ground. His appeal is to ties

of friendship and loyalty, with a plea to remember how much

of Ferguson's reputation depends on successful strikes. With

emotion in his voice he argues:

You want to remember how much depends on a big
fight like this. What made the workers of this town
listen to me when I landed here? It was because they
knew I'd won a miners' strike out in Montana and a
lumber jacks' strike in Oregon and a cotton workers'
strike in North Carolina and a glass blowers' strike
in New Jersey. They thought if I'd helped others to
better wages and shorter hours I could help them. If
we lose here, the next town where I go they won't be
quite so ready to listen, now will they? To every big
strike lost there's a hundred others lost in the
future. (p. 44)

Flattering Magnet with stories of how much he has staked on

Magnet's cooperation, Ferguson finally asks, "You don't want

to give me cause to regret that, do you, Magnet?" (p. 44)

Still Magnet demurs and with great feeling finally

admits to Ferguson the fact of Mary's pregnancy and his own

sense of outrage. Bitterly he renounces the "low down

scoundrel" who "ruined" (p. 46) her. Ferguson immediately

goes to work turning Magnet's words against him, proving

that no man can "ruin" a woman who loves him. Love should

be the proper consideration here, he says, not social taboos
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and mores, not even familial ties. If you raised your daughter

to trust her judgment and respect her feelings, allow her the

right to her own decision in this matter, he implies, while

Magnet gazes at him in "silent astonishment" (p. 47). At

this sign of weakening, Ferguson begins a long account of his

own dead hopes, admitting that someone close to him has re-

cently died and that he now holds no more "hope of happiness

in this world than I have of going to heaven when I die, and

that's none at all" (p. 51). Ferguson ends by saying that

the only solace for him is concentrating on the humanitarian

goals of the labor movement: "When I come to a town in the

dead of winter and find twenty-five thousand people on the

edge of freezing and starvation, . . . it don't seem to make

very much difference to me whether I'm happy or not" (p. 51).

When Magnet puts a sympathetic hand on his shoulder, Ferguson

shakes it off and looks Magnet squarely in the face.

Sure of Magnet's interest, Ferguson then picks up his

hat and with a calculated risk, moves toward the door. There

he stands, speaking dramatically of lonely fights and of

swallowing disappointments with his "daily bread" (p. 51).

Without Magnet's help he may likely lose, he says, but he

will fight on anyway. "If ever I go down," he prophesies

from the doorway, "it'll be with every man's hand against

me and my back shoved up against a high wall" (p. 51).

Forcefully he answers a knock at the door and announces him-

self "all ready" (p. 52) to face the events of the evening.
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Before such a determined emotional barrage that has

served the dual purpose of inspiring both men, Magnet's self-

pity and bitter vindictiveness give way, and he suddenly

joins his two friends at the door, now willing to speak to

the reluctant immigrant millers concerning their duties and

obligations as American laborers. As Magnet goes out, he

even promises the housekeeper to eat some supper when he

returns, a clue to the new dimensions of his coming peace of

mind.

The contest of wills over and the stronger of the two

prevailing, Ferguson allows Magnet and McGrath to go ahead

in the car, while he walks a while, as he tells them, to

settle his mind. Wrung out emotionally and fully conscious

of the price he has just paid for his victory, Ferguson

stands with his back to the door, one hand lying across his

mouth, as though to stop any mutinous sounds of grief or

mourning. From Mrs. Littig Ferguson receives the little

ring and Mary's final words; then as she leaves the room and

the curtain falls, Ferguson walks to the coffin and sadly

stands behind it, looking down into the face of his dead

lover. Curiously, the juxtaposition of portrait and coffin

now changes, and, as Ferguson stands behind the coffin, a

cross-shaped pattern is suggested, a symbol of sacrifice

and victory.

In "The Girl in the Coffin," unlike the three previous

works, the struggle between the parent figure and the
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outsider happens after, not during, the liaison. The sexual

affair is a fait accompli when the action begins; we learn

that morals have been violated and convention flouted before

we even meet the main characters. Thus though the struggle

is just as intense, the level of outrage and vindictiveness

just as high, and the personality traits of the combatants

paralleled closely with those of the preceding works, there

is now a new feeling of distance between the confrontation

and the reason for the confrontation. This distance gives

more time for analysis and offers a new perspective for the

examination of the steps that lead the characters (especially

the outsider figure) to mental peace. It is a distance, a

perspective, and a resolution that will be repeated in the

last work of the period, The "Genius," where art, rather

than humanitarian service, replaces physical love and ac-

quisition as a worthy ideal.

In Jennie Gerhardt Jennie persuades Lester to submit to

his father's conventional wishes only to learn that bowing

to collective mores is no more satisfying than fulfilling

individual preferences; in fact, by her choice, she drives

Lester to a psychological death and condemns herself to a

life of loneliness. Obviously, merely following convention

is not the way toward a lasting happiness. In the trilogy

Frank Cowperwood, a much stronger person than either Jennie

or Lester, overcomes Mr. Butler's outrage and triumphs over
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the Chicago establishment's efforts to defeat him only to

learn that personal happiness is an elusive goal at best

and repose a quality that the strong-willed, who ride rough-

shod over the feelings of society in general, never find.

Thus after examining the problem from both sides,

Dreiser in the last two works of the period, while using the

same narrative structure, nevertheless changes tone and

pictures life as flowing inexorably but beautifully on,

bearing on its tide the fortunes of some and the misfortunes

of others. Out of the recurring narrative confrontation

comes genuine suffering, but out of the suffering comes a

new self-awareness and a decision to live more fully and

completely, ever conscious of the shaping forces of the past.

Out of the awareness, also, comes a strong suggestion,

approaching reverence, that life is greater than those who

live, that a mysterious moral force somehow permeates life

and brings about a just denouement, and that a man must make

peace with himself by faith in a goal bigger than his own

temporal desires.

The contented man is he who can recognize through his

suffering a higher goal than he has previously seen and who

determines to follow it in full confidence that his lights

and gifts can here make the greatest contribution. With

the sentimental "The Girl in the Coffin," Dreiser is an-

nouncing to himself the solution to his former perplexing
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moral dilemma; reaching a worthwhile social goal will explain

and atone for the past by bringing meaning to its chaotic

dreams and longings. Through Mary's words on her deathbed,

Dreiser suggests that he has Thelma's full understanding and

approval. Through the applause and cheers to which Ferguson

marches, Dreiser announces his intention to achieve literary

success and thereby win his own acclaim and approbation. It

is the first time that the terms of the worthy goal have

been so carefully delineated. It was an important psychologi-

cal step, however, for from this point Dreiser appears clearly

in command of his feelings and certain concerning future

goals. The "Genius" proves this assessment to be correct.



CHAPTER VI

THE PATTERN IN THE "GENIUS"

Since its publication in 1915 critics on the whole have

not been kind to The "Genius," sometimes called Dreiser's

most autobiographical novel, with negative opinions ranging

all the way from Robert Penn Warren's cursory assessment of

the book as "a crashing bore"1 to H. L. Mencken's rather

violent condemnation--"flaccid, elephantine, doltish, coarse,

dismal, flatulent, sophomoric, ignorant, unconvincing, and

wearisome. "2  In between on this scale of negative criticism

are the explanatory reviews which suggest that biographical

interest in Dreiser is the most plausible reason for reading

The "Genius "3--or that one should read instead The Financier

or The Titan, which are "cut from the same block" in both

form and ideology and which therefore render "unnecessary"4

any further exploration of this particular thematic or

narrative development.

lRobert Penn Warren, Homage to Theodore Dreiser (New
York: Random House, 1971), p. 50.

2H. L. Mencken, A Book of Prefaces (Garden City, New
York: Garden City PullishingCo., 1927), p. 107.

3W. M. Frohock, Theodore Dreiser (Minneapolis: Uni-
versity of Minnesota Press, 1971), p. 28.

4Charles C. Walcutt, "The Three Stages of Theodore
Dreiser's Naturalism," PMLA, 55 (March, 1940), 284.

97
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Even before publication the book met with severe cri-

ticism, as friends and advisors, who supposedly were reading

typed manuscripts of beginning chapters as early as 1912,

strongly suggested that it be reduced in bulk and judiciously

edited in fairness to Jug. Sure that the wife in The "Genius"

was modeled on Dreiser's wife, many early advisors (among

them Lengel and Dell) found it in execrable taste that Dreiser

even worked on such a manuscript while the unsuspecting Jug,

newly reconciled to her husband after the disastrous Cudlipp

affair, was once again cooking his meals and supervising

his pill-taking. Besides objections regarding conjugal

propriety and the length of the manuscript, there was also

the dark prediction that the American public would not buy

a book with so frank a sexual explication, an assessment

later to be made by Harper's concerning The Titan.

Yet Dreiser persevered, working faithfully on his manu-

script concurrently with research and writing on the trilogy,

interspersed by a trip abroad and a subsequent book of his

European experiences and later A Book About Myself, a piece

of nonfictional autobiography not published until 1922. In

1914 the first draft was finished and presented to Harper's,

and in spite of the earlier withdrawal of The Titan from

publication, Harper's expressed a willingness to publish

The "Genius." In amazement Dreiser wrote his friend

Mencken:
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If you will believe it Harper's have asked me to permit
them to publish The Genius.5 This sounds wild but it
is true and they backed it by an offer of aid. They
feel that they have made a mistake. . . . Am I mad or
is this good red earth we are standing on . . . Sche-
herazade has got nothing on me.6

In spite of Dreiser's jubilation, which led to hasty

revisions, and in spite of Harper's financial advance of

$1500 (more than likely made to prevent a legal suit for

release of the rights, plates, stock, and unsold printed

copies of Jennie Gerhardt and The Financier), publication

was avoided, and again, as in the case of The Titan, the New

York office of the British-based John Lane Company stepped

in and brought out the book. The following year (1916) the

New York Society for the Suppression of Vice notified John

Lane's that the book had been judged obscene and that the

company was liable to criminal prosecution unless publication

was stopped. The following quotation from a letter by Mr.

Sumner, the indignant Secretary of the Society, explains the

grounds of the obscenity charge and described the American

moral climate of the early twentieth century, against which

so many literary artists struggled in frustration:

The argument is advanced that this book is objectional
because the principal character, at the end of the

originally the title was spelled without the mitigating
and somewhat quizzical quotation marks. Upon consideration
of friends' insistence, Dreiser added them before the 1915
publication.

6 Robert H. Elias, ed., Letters of Theodore Dreiser
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1959),
p. 165.
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story, reaps the results of his immoral life: but it
must be borne in mind that through the story there are
very vivid descriptions of the activities of certain
female delinquents who do not, apparently, suffer any
ill consequence from their misconduct but, in the lan-
guage of the day, 'get away with it.' It is wholly
conceivable that the reading of such a book by a young
woman would be very harmful, and that is the stand-
point from which this Society views the matters which
become the subjects of its activities, to wit: the
effect on the young and impressionable mind.7

Along with the obscenity charges came carefully tabulated

lists of profanity, cross-indexed by number of times a

certain word or expression occurred, who said it, and on

what page it appeared.

Quietly the book was withdrawn in late 1916, but not

before word concerning the literary censorship had reached

artists on both sides of the Atlantic. Immediately friends

and fellow writers went to bat for Dreiser, drawing up suits

of their own and threatening boycotts and black lists if the

book was not re-issued. From England this prestigious group

of Dreiser supporters included Arnold Bennett, Hugh Walpole,

and H. G. Wells; in this country it included artists Amy

Lowell, Robert Frost, Edwin Arlington Robinson, Willa Cather,

and William Allen White, and publishers Knopf, Heubsh, and

others. H. L. Mencken worked steadily in the background

with Mr. Sumner, even though he personally disliked the book

and felt Dreiser should not have published it.

7
Merton S. Yewdale, "Foreward," in The "Genius" by

Theodore Dreiser (New York: John Lane Co., 1915), pp. v-vi.
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Finally in 1922 the suit was settled in favor of Dreiser

and literary freedom, and the defunct John Lane Co. was taken

over by Dodd, Mead, and Co., who prepared immediately to re-

issue the book. In 1923 Horace Liveright bought rights to

The Titan, The "Genius," The Financier, and Jennie Gerhardt,

thus uniting the majority of Dreiser's work under one pub-

lisher. By July the book was at last out; by December it

was in its fourth printing. From this point, sales were

good not only on The "Genius" but on all earlier publications,

and Dreiser at last began to get the critical recognition he

deserved. Soon he was being praised as a "pioneer" and an

adventurer by the very organs which had condemned him as

rough, crude, boorish, and indecent. Sinclair Lewis, in his

1930 Nobel Prize acceptance speech, almost apologized for

having won over the more deserving Dreiser:

Now to me, as to many other American writers, Dreiser,
more than any other man, marching alone, usually un-
appreciated, often hated, has cleared the trail from
Victorian and Howellsian timidity and gentility in
American fiction to honesty and boldness and passion
of life. Without his pioneering, I doubt if any of us
could, unless we liked to be sent to jail, express life
and beauty and terror. . .*.8

Pearl Buck made similar but briefer pronouncements in 1938.

The "Genius" formally marks the end of Dreiser' s use

of the triangular narrative pattern that had characterized

his fiction from late 1910; the novel even ends with a

8Quoted by Malcolm Cowley, "The Revolt Against Gen-
tility," in After the Genteel Tradition, ed. Malcolm Cowley
(Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 1967), p. 7.
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literal and a symbolic closing of a door, as though a period

in Dreiser's life was concluded and indication of that fact

needed to be recorded. Divided into three sections labeled

Youth, Struggle, and Revolt, the book deals primarily with

the maturation process of a young midwestern artist named

Eugene Witla, from his early experiences in a Chicago art

school to a New York position as general manager of a great

empire of magazines. However, though Witla faces many emo-

tional and marital crises along his way to professional

achievement, the climax of the story comes from a confronta-

tion with an irate parent, whose daughter Witla has seduced

and whose values he has violated.

The parent is a thirty-eight-year-old widow named Emily

Dale, daughter of a wealthy and famous New York family and

mother of four children whom she is endeavoring to raise

according to their "station" and "social supremacy."9

Beautiful, graceful and intelligent, she is a popular figure

in society, both at home and in Europe. Mrs. Dale is inter-

ested in becoming a writer and arranges to meet Witla because

she has been told he is a rising figure in the publishing

world. As they become social acquaintances, the Dale family

and the Witlas exchange visits, and soon Suzanne, the

eighteen-year-old daughter, is introduced. From the first

meeting, Witla is attracted to her youth and beauty and uses

9Theodore Dreiser, The "Genius" (New York: John Lane
Co., 1915), p. 499. All subsequent references are textual.

-------------
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his numerous social opportunities to be with her, finally

declaring his love and winning from her the first tender

expressions of emotional attraction. Unsuspectingly, Mrs.

Dale continues to share her views on child rearing with the

urbane and clever publisher and to ask for his point of

view on current trends in moral and cultural fashion. She

fancies herself rather liberal and open-minded.

Suzanne agrees that her mother is broadminded and

reports to Witla her mother's pronouncement that people

should not marry for convenience but for love, and that if

the latter is present without the former, a private and very

discreet little "arrangement" might be made. Logically

Witla knows that Mrs. Dale's speech has nothing whatsoever

to do with one of her children or even with herself, her

speech being merely academic speculation or a discussion of

the mores of the social set in which she moves; but swept

up in his passion for Suzanne, he forgets logic and convinces

himself that it might be so. He is wrong, of course; the

first time Suzanne broaches the subject to her mother con-

cerning an "independent way" (p. 599) for a woman who does

not wish to marry, Mrs. Dale reacts violently and with clear

indications that she did not include her daughter in the

ranks of those eligible for an "arrangement." "Suzanne

Dale!" she cries in terror and alarm, visions of social os-

tracism and anarchistic corruption rising before her.
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"Suzanne, Suzanne, you frighten me! . . . Oh, Suzanne, I beg

of you, be careful what you think, what you say, what you

do!" (p. 599) Immediately, even while she weeps and storms,

she makes plans to monitor Suzanne's reading, to keep close

tabs on her friendships, and, with a swift readjustment of

her thinking, to take her out of a social atmosphere where

men and women even discussed such "wretched" notions.

Travel--two or three years of incessant travel . . .
was the necessary thing. Oh, her own miserable tongue!
Her silly ideas! No doubt all she said was true.
Generally it was so. But Suzanne! Her Suzanne, never!
(p. 600)

Mrs. Dale is too late, however, and, like Edward Butler

in The Financier, meets only with defiance when she presses

her travel plans on her daughter. Casually Suzanne explains

that she will not leave the man she loves, and in surprise,

anguish, and utter confusion, Mrs. Dale learns that the man

is Eugene Witla. First there is a hysterical scene in which

Mrs. Dale vows to kill both of them rather than submit to

such a social insanity; then for five days there is a bitter

siege where Suzanne is kept incommunicado and Mrs. Dale her-

self stands guard over the telephone, all the while reasoning

with her daughter concerning the shame and scandal of her

prospective plans. Next, even at the risk of exposing

Suzanne to newspaper publicity, she threatens Witla with

public disclosure, which will mean the loss of his profes-

sional status and his substantial income. Nothing will
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dissuade him, however, and Mrs. Dale leaves his office trying

to impress upon him the bitter awareness of what is coming.

"God help us both!" she said. "You shall never, never
have her. You are not worthy of her. You are not
right in your mind. I will fight you with all the means
in my power. I am desperate! I am wealthy. I know
how to fight. You shall not have her. Now we will see
which will win." (p. 621)

Her first concrete step is to inform her fifteen-year-

old son of what has happened and to enlist his aid. Together

they formulate a plan whereby Mrs. Dale will feign consent

to Suzanne's and Witla's illicit arrangement, on the under-

standing that Suzanne will be cut out of the family fortune.

Suzanne is asked to go by train to Albany to confer legally

with a representative of the Marquand Trust Company and to

sign documents stating her awareness of this loss of financial

inheritance. Suzanne is fooled and goes willingly, little

suspecting that her kind mother would tell lies and that the

closed car in which she is riding is speeding to Juinata,

Canada, fifty miles west of Quebec. When she learns of the

trick, she is forcibly prevented from leaving the train and

taken to the remote lodge of a family friend, which is

hidden halfway up a covered mountain slope.

Outraged and dismayed by her mother's lies and tricks,

Suzanne sends a letter to Witla, posted secretly by her

maid. But a private detective, employed to keep a watch on

Witla's movements, informs them that he has left New York,

and the bribed station master informs them of his arrival
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in Canada. Mrs. Dale meets Witla with threats of mythical

armed guards and fearful punishments, but she quails before

his vows to search her house room by room and take his

chances with her army. Stymied by the fact that he calls

her bluff, she next offers him money and two fine homes if

he will only wait for a divorce before taking Suzanne. This

makes him pause, but in his eagerness all he wants is to see

Suzanne. This Mrs. Dale finally permits, there being no

other recourse.

After a romantic reunion, it becomes increasingly evi-

dent that the two lovers have no clear-cut plans of how to

accomplish their goals. Using this unexpected asset to her

advantage, Mrs. Dale behaves politely and even allows Witla

to ride with them on the train back to Albany, from where he

will catch a coach on to New York and she will take care of

some business with Suzanne. When Witla gets to the office

on the next morning, he learns that Mrs. Dale has rushed to

New York ahead of him and told Mr. Colfax, owner of the

giant magazine complex, exactly what has happened. Colfax

is straightforward in expressing to Witla his strong dis-

approval, in that Witla has not "planned carefully" (p. 664)

and has thus unnecessarily made enemies in high places,

much to the potential discredit of the magazines' reputation.

This, as well as his inability to work in harmony with his
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staff, leads to his prompt dismissal, although there is

polite talk of granting a leave of absence.

Salary gone, life style going, puzzled, dismayed, and

bordering on social extinction, Witla writes plaintively to

Suzanne that her mother "appears to be in a very savage

frame of mind" (p. 670). Neither is able to deal with the

fierce thoroughness with which Mrs. Dale fights, and pre-

cipitously the love affair comes to an end, with Suzanne

saying vaguely that they should decide on a course of action

only after a year's separation and Witla speaking sorrowfully

of poverty, giving up his beautiful automobile, and losing

all his real estate investments for want of more capital.

It is clear that Mrs. Dale did not mean any of her former

promises of financial aid; it is clear that she intends to

remain vigilant until the last vestiges are erased of her

daughter's near-fatal fascination. For the next three years

Mrs. Dale keeps Suzanne hidden in Europe, constantly on her

guard for any sign of gossip or languishing. When at last

she senses that the crisis has passed, she returns to New

York; "by that time Suzanne was considerably more sobered,

somewhat more intellectually cultivated, a little cooler--

not colder exactly--and somewhat more critical" (p. 732).

She is, in fact, a different girl from the passionate

eighteen-year-old whom Witla fondly called Flower Face, the

girl who symbolized for him grace, beauty, and feminine
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self-sufficiency, the girl who was both "budding woods in

spring" (p. 534) and Circe. That girl thought he was wise,

sophisticated, subtle, a "genius" on whom life could lavish

nothing but praises and who could transcend all foolish con-

vention (p. 671); that girl romantically reasoned that the

price was "high" which Anna Kerenina paid but love might be

worth it; that girl cast herself in the make-believe role

of the pursued beauty in "Ode on a Grecial Urn" and responded

enthusiastically to a secret code name of Jenny Lind (his

was Allan Poe). That girl knew very little of life.

Witla could have had her, if he had been willing to

take her when she wrote him from Canada, "If you love me,

come and get me" (p. 646). Rushing away without a clear

plan of action, however, and hesitating before Mrs. Dale's

pledges of financial aid if he waited for a divorce, he

allows the right time to go by.

Instead of at once outlining an open or secret scheme
of escape, or taking her by main force and walking off
with her, as she more than half expected him to do,
here he was repeating to her what her mother had told
him, and instead of saying "Come!" he was asking her
advice. (p. 656)

Thus appears for Suzanne "a pale mist before an otherwise

brilliant moon" (p. 658), and from this point the victory

is clearly going to Mrs. Dale. Quickly Suzanne learns the

rules of adult society and sees to what cruel lengths it

will go to punish those who flout its mores and suppose they

are immune to punishment. She is astounded and secretly
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very impressed to learn that her mother will even have her

judged insane before she will allow her to live with Witla.

With her family, her doctor, and society in general so firmly

aligned on one side and only Witla's uncertain plans on the

other, Suzanne is forced to recognize the folly of what she

has done.

Thus the crisis passes, and all Suzanne's bright, young,

romantic dreams fade to a puzzling uncertainty about the

meaning of love. She becomes a "spectator" in life, an

"introspective dreamer" (p. 730), conscious of the spell of

her beauty but fearful of being deluded ever again by un-

bridled passion. Offers of adoration and promises of undying

love no longer interest her after the "wild fever" (p. 731)

that was Witla's passion for her. Finally she coolly re-

solves merely to "study" men and to "use them" (p. 730) if

need be until her intellectual faculties are better integrated

with her emotional nature. Their story ends with Suzanne

and Witla passing each other accidentally on the street five

years later, each vaguely wishing for a clearer explanation

of love, each glancing defiantly at the other fearing trai-

torous accusations, each subliminally "folding a wraith of

beauty to the heart" (p. 733).

Suzanne is the culmination of a long line of Witla's

lovers, beginning in his seventeenth year with great ad-

miration for the beauty and femininity of tall, fair,
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blue-eyed Stella Appleton, who "stamped his brain with a type

or ideal" (p. 31) and with whom he dreams (as he later dreams

with Suzanne) over nature, "Thanatopsis," and the mysteries

of life. When he goes to Chicago to study art, a series of

girls interests him: a bluff, simple Scotch girl named

Margaret Duff, who initiates him in the joys of sex; bright,

good-natured Ruby Kenny, who is a nude model at the art

school and who teaches him to dance and make witty talk at

parties; and Angela Blue, a school teacher from Wisconsin

with whom he falls in love, taking her to plays, operas,

and music hall performances and promising to become im-

mediately successful in the magazine illustration business

in order that they might marry.

To accomplish this end, Witla moves to New York, but

it is sixteen long, hard months before he has made enough

money even to go visit Angela in the simple, country home

which he loves. At once they make marriage plans, but when

Witla returns to the New York art world he meets Miriam

Finch, a sculptor who encourages his aesthetic ideals, and

Christina Channing, a famous singer who introduces him to a

higher social realm than he has known and who spends several

weeks with him in a country cabin in North Carolina, content

to be his "wood nymph" (p. 164) for a time but unwilling to

interrupt her career for any serious relationship. A year

and a half passes with hardly any thought of Angela except
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for a fleeting sense of shame for desertion, but a letter

from Angela's sister Marietta, pleading for a return and an

honoring of commitments, rekindles the old attraction, and

he once again goes to Wisconsin, this time as a successful

illustrator.

For a week Witla and Angela make love every evening,

and at the end of his visit she calmly tells him he must

marry her or she will drown herself in the lake. With a sad

sense of no other alternative, Witla leases an apartment-

studio and marries her secretly in Buffalo, with no other

family member present but Marietta. Gradually he realizes

all he has for Angela is passion, and her prim, conventional

ways and quick temper concerning any imagined marital injustice

do not increase his pleasure in his decision. Stormy scenes

and bitter tears characterize their married life, and Witla

finds himself unable even to daydream privately, for Angela

monitors every movement as her marital "right."

Artistic success for a while takes his mind off his

marital problems, but not being in love takes its emotional

toll and when poor health forces him to return to his

Illinois family home for a long rest, he at once is attracted

to an eighteen-year-old, rosy, vivacious social butterfly

named Frieda, with whom he laughs and jokes and feels he is

again "walking in a garden of flowers" (p. 281). Angela,

in bitter, hysterical scenes, insists they go away to her
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home, but not before Witla feels confirmed in what he wants

to do--celebrate the intoxicating lure of youth and beauty.

He was haunted by this, day after day, and hour after
hour; and when he said to himself that he was a fool,
and that it would lure him as a will-o'-the-wisp to his
destruction and that he could find no profit in it
ultimately, still it would not down. The beauty of
youth; the beauty of eighteen' To him life without it
was a joke. (p. 295)

Travel and rest do not improve either Witla's health

or his attitude. Unable to paint, he is soon penniless.

Angela then remains in Wisconsin to economize and Witla,

ashamed to admit their destitution to either of the families,

takes a temporary job as a day laborer in New York, living

at a cheap boarding house and making sketches for relaxation.

Here his health improves and he meets Carlotta Wilson, the

landlady's daughter and the beautiful wife of a professional

gambler. Their brief episode of love-making is thwarted,

however, by Angela's return, and many tempestuous scenes

occur in the little efficiency apartment they lease, over

discovered love letters and mysterious telephone messages.

A new and interesting job as a magazine illustrator

soon makes Witla forget Carlotta, and during the next few

years as the Witla's fortunes rise, he is reasonably faith-

ful to Angela. After many promotions and prudent job-

changes, Witla at last becomes the manager of the literary,

art, and advertising departments of the great United Maga-

zines Corporation, where his stupendous $25,000-a-year
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salary entitles him to a sumptuous studio apartment on River-

side Drive. Angela dresses well and cares for him according

to her conventional ideas of wifehood, but it is clear to

the members of his new social set that she lacks the brilliance

and ease that characterize the people in their new surround-

ings.

"Eugene Witla! Eugene Witla! George! he's a
nice fellow,"--or "it's remarkable how he has come up,
isn't it?" "I was at the Witlas' the other night. Did
you ever see such a beautiful apartment? It's perfect!
That view!"

People commented on the interesting people he
entertained, the clever people you met there, the
beautiful women, the beautiful view. "And Mrs. Witla
is so charming."

But down at the bottom of all this talk there was
also much envy and disparagement and never much en-
thusiasm for the personality of Mrs. Witla. (p. 491)

Not only Witla finds her a bore.

The final section of The "Genius" opens thus: "It was

when Eugene was at the height of his success that a meeting

took place between himself and a certain Mrs. Emily Dale"

(p. 499). And so begins the story of his disastrous attrac-

tion to the beautiful, eighteen-year-old Suzanne Dale, the

girl whom he rhapsodically calls "Flower Face," "Silver Feet,"

"Myrtle Bloom," and "Divine Fire"; the girl for whom he risks

position and its attendant prestige; the girl for whom he

feels he is fated by destiny and who will inspire his art;

the girl who symbolizes to him youth, courage, optimism,

joy--beauty. Their idyl lasts some four months--time stolen
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at parties and week-end gatherings or secret rides in his

chauffeur-driven automobile--when they are suddenly sur-

prised by Angela as they embrace in Witla's studio.

Witla considers for one brief but wearying moment

abandoning Suzanne and putting the best face possible on

the embarrassing encounter, for in the past he has always

acquiesced before his wife's harangues concerning marital

duty and social propriety. Never has he wanted a girl as

badly as he wants Suzanne, however, and emboldened by a

glance at her pretty face, solemn before Angela's verbal

tirade, he resolves to fight. Even Angela's whispered mes-

sage concerning her pregnancy he regards as a trick, as a

last-ditch strategy for insuring her hold on him. "One'd

think I was a prisoner and you my keeper," he tells her

angrily after Suzanne has gone.

"Good Christ! When I think of it, it makes me sick!
Well, there's no use worrying over that any more. It's
all over. It's all beautifully over, and I'm done
with it. I'm going to live a life of my own hereafter.
I'm going to carve out some kind of a career that suits
me. I'm going to live with someone that I can really
love, and that's the end of it. Now you run and do
anything you want to." (p. 575)

Over the next few days a plan forms in Witla's mind.

He will provide amply for Angela and her baby; he will

share a studio with Suzanne until he can get a divorce; then

he will travel, paint, be happy. Remarriage may come or it

may not, just as his sweet and thoughtful lover prefers,
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whose young mind seems to him "a solvent for all life's

difficulties" (p. 588).

Amazed by her pliant husband's new inflexibility con-

cerning her and her unborn child, Angela at last gives way,

agreeing to make no more claims on him and accepting her

fate as "the will of God" (p. 592) for trying to bind her

husband too tightly. Only Mrs. Dale stands in their way,

and Witla takes heart from Suzanne's calm reasoning concern-

ing her mother's liberal outlook. Let's be "honest" with

her about the proposed new relationship, Suzanne tells Witla,

confident in her ability to dominate; naively she feels it

"would be so much nicer" (p. 595) if her broad-minded mother

helped in the planning of their love tryst.

Neither Witla nor Suzanne is prepared for the "aston-

ishing storm" (p. 729) aroused by their proposal or for the

absolute thoroughness with which Mrs. Dale brings retribution

upon Witla. Both quail before the violence of her attack;

both are driven to question the meaning of life and to

wonder at its uncertainties. And at last Witla loses Suzanne,

reading upon their return from Canada the indication of the

end in her vague promises to wait a year and "talk."

He turned away, turned back to embrace her, turned
again and then, without looking back, walked out into
the hall. Mrs. Dale was there waiting.

"Good night, Mrs. Dale," he said gloomily.
"Good night, Mr. Witla," she replied frigidly, but

with a sense of something tragic in her victory at that.
(p. 677)
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Several weeks later Witla and Angela separate and give

up the lease on their beautiful apartment; he goes to a

small boarding house, she to his sister's home to be com-

forted by a Christian Science reader until time to enter a

maternity hospital to bear the child that was to bind Eugene

to her. When labor begins, it is clear that her forty-five-

year-old body will not stand this new strain. Even a Cae-

sarian operation cannot save her, and after she has once

seen her baby girl, she quickly dies. Witla, who has been

summoned to her side during labor, remains with her in the

operating room during delivery and vows at her death to take

care of their baby girl, whom he names Angela. He begins

to paint in order to support her, and with astounding success

within three years he is once again famous and wealthy.

Even abroad, in the remote places where Mrs. Dale travels to

avoid publicity, she and Suzanne hear of his work.

Occasionally Witla thinks of Suzanne and of the enchant-

ment that had lured him to economic disaster; the old at-

traction, however, subsides "to a dim but colorful mirage

of beauty that was always in his eye" (p. 732). In other

words, Suzanne intellectualized becomes "the fugitive

spirit" (p. 732) of his work, and only someone who knew her

specifically would be able to read in the painting of an

arm, a cheek, or an eye the special beauty that inspired

the strange and preternatural tone of his work. Often he
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thinks of Angela, of the bitter union of their unmatched

spirits, and of the mystery that is life. "What a sweet

welter life is," he muses one windy November evening, as he

stares reflectively at the stars and the majestic beauty

that is space, "how rich, how tender, how grim, how like a

colorful symphony" (p. 736). And as "great art dreams"

(p. 736) well up in his soul, the symbol of his new-found

synthesis of dream and accomplishment, Witla finds a measure

of contentment. Thus the story ends, with Witla's future

secure, with wild days of desire behind him and prospects of

international eminence before him. Even nature seems to

approve this resolution of his trauma, where meaning imposed

upon disorder merely mirrors the grand and majestic order

of the universe.

Thus ends also a period in Dreiser's life, out of which

he emerges, like Witla, with high hopes, clear decisions,

and expectations of world-wide respect. With Witla, Dreiser

shut the door on his past and sublimated his longings in

artistic scenes and designs. With Witla and with John Fer-

guson before him, Dreiser turns from heartbreak and sacrifice

to find transcendent meaning in a goal capable of illumina-

ting life's tangled skeins of conflicting drives. Thelma,

like Suzanne Dale, is vaguely elevated to an inspirational

level, becoming for Dreiser the lovely source of what he
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later euphemistically referred to as "woman stuff,"10 far

removed from the stimulating and passionate obsession of

the past.

Speaking plainly and thereby shocking his friends by

the similarities of The "Genius" to his own experiences,

Dreiser nevertheless clearly got before him an objective

appraisal of what had happened to him in the years since

October of 1910. Thelma had lost her hold; Sarah had faded

completely out of his life, after having been honored in

The "Genius" with the longed-for birth of a child; innova-

tive artistic techniques had been discovered and rewarded.

Satisfied and relieved, Dreiser turned from his introspec-

tion to bask in his increasing critical popularity. His

way at last seemed clear, and the familiar narrative pattern

was abandoned.

1 0 Letters, p. 128.
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CHAPTER VII

DREISER AND THE PATTERN

With the work of the 1911-1914 period Dreiser established

his literary reputation as "the wheelhorse if not the spear-

head of American naturalism."' After the promising beginning

with Sister Carrie in 1900, Dreiser had been forced to table

his literary plans for a decade, while he struggled with

economics, domesticity, and the velvet pitfalls of editorial

respectability. Thus the movement faltered which had begun

in the last decade of the nineteenth century with the work

of Hamlin Garland, Frank Norris, Stephen Crane, Jack London,

and, of course, Dreiser. By 1910 everyone but Dreiser had

died, disappeared, or recanted,2 and the furor had quieted

which had been aroused by this new and supposedly decadent

style. So successfully, in fact, were the tentative begin-

nings of naturalism in America eradicated that some of the

"youngest rebels"3 (John Steinbeck, Ernest Hemingway, Upton

Sinclair, and the "muckrakers") learned about naturalism

'Carl Van Doren, The American Novel, 1789-1939 (NewYork: MacMillan, 1940)-,p. 259.
2 Henry F. May, The End of American Innocence (New York:Alfred A. Knopf, 1959)7 ,.7T ~.

3 Ibid., p. 189.
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first from Europe and discovered only later that America, too,

had once been involved in this literary movement.

In 1908 William J. Locke, an English author then very

popular in America, expressed in an interview the widely-

held opinion that in Europe Dreiser was considered one of

America's most promising novelists and Sister Carrie "the

finest novel of the last twenty years."4 The fact is, how-

ever, that after the storm of protest surrounding the pub-

lication of Sister Carrie and the difficulties associated

with overcoming the radical reputation achieved from this

revolutionary novel, Dreiser lacked the self-confidence to

devote himself full time to fiction.

From 1901-1907 he needed the time to devote to his

editorial duties, he told friends H. L. Mencken, James

Huneker, and James Farrell, all successful American writers

who variously offered him encouragement and warm words of

commendation. After 1907 he feared risking his respectable

reputation in order to develop his unique but unpopular

style. Thus he wrote sentimental sketches like "The Doer

of the Word" and "The Patriarch," that would one day result

in the collection called Twelve Men, and promised himself

that someday he would finish the material simmering on a

literary back-burner.

4 Quoted by Dorothy Dudley, Forgotten Frontiers, Dreiser
and the Land of the Free (New York: Harrison Smith and
Robert Haas, 1932), p. 234.
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Though to Thelma Cudlipp in late 1910 Dreiser had ex-

pressed a strong desire to finish The Transgressor (as

Jennie Gerhardt was originally called) ,5 love of power and

fear of failure more than likely would have prevented any

serious pursuit of literary goals had not the sensational

Butterick problem forced him dramatically from his comfort-

able editorial world. Once freed from the Butterick re-

strictions, however, all Dreiser's long pent-up emotions

burst forth in a process which Cyrille Arvanon defines as

Dreiser's artistic technique, "an intense emotional aware-

ness, followed by a transfer or projection of this experi-

ence through some such medium as words and color."6 In

three months, working under the twin pressures of economics

and psychological need, he had accomplished the amount of

good work that many writers would hope for in three years.

Fiction became not only Dreiser's means of re-establishing

his artistic identity, however, but more importantly, a means

of personal therapy and a way back to emotional health. The

fiction of the 1911-1914 period therefore is Dreiser's

explanation of himself to himself, a subliminal exploration

of the forces operative at the traumatic time of the simul-

taneous loss of job, income, prestige, and lover. For this

5Robert H. Elias, ed., Letters of Theodore Dreiser
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylv7ania Press, 1959), p. 36.

6Cyrille Arvanon, "Theodore Dreiser and Painting,"
American Literature, 17 (May, 1945), 126.
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reason the narrative pattern, which invariably deals with the

same triangle of relationships as the calamitous Cudlipp

affair, appears in every major work; for this reason the

action is dominated in every case by a powerful confronta-

tion growing out of violated conventions; for this reason

the same characters in the same bewildering set of circum-

stances act out their destiny and play out their assigned

roles. Dreiser's fiction of the 1911-1914 period reveals

an examination, patient and exacting, of the central pre-

occupation of his life. Each turn of the kaleidoscope of

introspection casts a new light on Dreiser's analysis of

the problem; each offers the reader a new angle of vision,

from Dreiser's pleas in Jennie Gerhardt for a more sympathetic

treatment of individualism to his assertions in The "Genius"

that a worthy goal could give meaning to life and clarify

the conflicting claims of the past.

In every work Dreiser's "basic power" as artist is

drawn, according to Robert Penn Warren, from a perception

of himself as "the outsider, the rejected, the yearner."7

And considering the fact that Dreiser, as Ellen Moers and

F. 0. Matthiessen point out, was the first American writer

who had no formal education, whose people were poor and

unrespectable, who was brought up Catholic, whose name was

7Robert Penn Warren, Homage to Dreiser (New York:
Random House, 1971), p. 10.
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neither English nor Scotch Irish, and who heard a foreign

language spoken at home, such a proposition sounds very likely

and gives a new perspective to Dreiser's grim battles with

the Genteel Establishment. In addition to a system of

aesthetics or a philosophical and shaping point of view, in

the work of the 1911-1914 period, the role of the "outsider"

is an actual part of the narrative, a position which Dreiser

subliminally fills and which, through the arrangement and

rearrangement of the recurring narrative pattern of outsider,

parent figure, and offspring, allows him to psychologically

consider the Cudlipp affair from all sides, thus exorcising

its hold upon his imagination.

With Jennie Gerhardt therapy began. Building upon a

plot formulated many years earlier, Dreiser at once began

to make the necessary narrative adjustments to intensify

and clarify his role as the sinned-against and misunderstood

outsider. Soon the plot became more sophisticated, the

focus became clearly the dignified survival of a person of

worth, and the characters became much more subtly drawn,

according to Richard Lehan, who has examined and compared

the holograph with the final manuscript.8 In the early

version, for example, Lehan finds Jennie's brother Bass to

be little more than a pimp who sends his "coarse and

8 Richard Lehan, Theodore Dreiser: His World and His
Novels (Carbondale, Illinois: Southern Illinois University
Press, 1969), pp. 84-90.
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lascivious" sister Jennie to Senator Brander in order to

repay gambling losses. In the final copy Bass is in jail

for stealing coal to keep the family warm, and the desperate

Jennie goes without his knowledge to seek help from Senator

Brander, who has in the past kindly befriended the poor

family. In the earlier versions Senator Brander then

seduces the willing Jennie when the monetary transaction

puts her "in his hands"; when the manuscript was revised

after Dreiser 's 1910 separation from editorial responsibility,

a middle-aged and overworked Senator Brander characteristi-

cally offers the money and in a sudden and quite understand-

able moment of passion makes love to Jennie, caught by the

"delicious surprise" of having a pretty and sympathetic girl

with him once again.

Lester changes from the "Machiavellian lover" of the

holograph to an indecisive pawn of circumstance, one moment

strong-willed, as when he captured Jennie like a cat with a

bird, the next uncertain and procrastinating, as when he

avoids making a decision concerning marriage or when he

allows Jennie to arrange their separation, all the time

ironically prating about man's primary goal as sustaining

the personality intact. Significantly Lester dies in the

final version, a victim of loneliness and social pressure

toward conformity, a deceived sacrifice to his staunch

parent's ideals.
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The greatest change, however, is in Jennie, who becomes

in the revised version a much more spiritually sensitive

person, alive to a kinship with nature, kind, tender, con-

siderate, generous, and intelligent enough to perceive that

in the long run, "in the sum of civilization, in the sum of

the big forces,"9 social conventions might change but

morality--the inner convictions which determine character

and which she calls "goodness of heart"10--would abide for-

ever as the bedrock of reality. (From such a position it

is easy to see why Dreiser was later attracted to trans-

cendentalism, wrote a book called The Living Thoughts of

Thoreau, and stated that Thoreau's transcendental views

impressed him more than "all of my philosophic and scientific

reading . . . from Democritus to Einstein." 11 )

At first the new Jennie believes in the narrow customs

and restrictions of her society, and therefore she can suffer

shame for running counter to its demands; before Lester's

conventional sister, in fact, Jennie feels herself to be a

wicked woman with "no sense of decency, "1 2 really "low and

9Theodore Dreiser, Jennie Gerhardt (New York: Harpers,
1911), p. 305.

1 0 Ibid., p. 306.

llQuoted by John J. McAleer, Theodore Dreiser (New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1968), p. 58.

12Dreiser, p. 229.
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singing, celebrating, and pitying himself1 4 ), Jennie Gerhardt

is his melodramatic declaration of his intention to triumph

over the bigoted members of the American upper classes who

sought to defeat him. It is also a careful explanation of

the terms of his victory and a suggestion of what might be

happening in Thelma's mind as a result of her desertion at

the urging of her parent.

Thus Jennie Gerhardt is first an anatomy of personality

and second an indictment of a materialistic society whose

values represent, according to Charles Shapiro, "a crucial

misdirection of American energy"1 5 toward things rather than

individuals. Organized around a triangular narrative pattern,

the book reveals Dreiser's emotional involvement in what

seemed at the time to be the most important confrontation of

his life. One clue to the restoration of self-confidence

and pride accomplished by the narrative is that at its pub-

lication Dreiser rushed immediately into new fictional

projects.

Exhilarated by the encouraging compliments which his

friends gave him at the completion of Jennie Gerhardt and

freed from the rather obvious need to elicit sympathy and

1 4 Roger Asselineau, "Theodore Dreiser's Transcendentalism,"
English Studies Today, ed. G. A. Bonnard (Bern: Francke
Verlag, 1961), II, 243.

1 5Charles Shapiro, "Jennie Gerhardt: The American Family
and the American Dream," Twelve Original Essays on Great
American Novels, ed. Charles Shapiro (Detroit: Wayne State
University Press, 1958), p. 178.
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understanding, Dreiser was next attracted to a sensational

new protagonist, a true exploiter of the people who did not

care two cents what people thought of him, a genuine robber

baron of the late nineteenth century, Charles Tyson Yerkes.

What attracted Dreiser to this particular financial buccaneer

can only be speculated, but Philip Gerber makes a good case

for Dreiser's interest in a real "Machiavellian prince,"

whose ruthless measures and thorough individualism caused

all his dreams to collapse.16 Through Yerkes' pyrotechnical

story Dreiser could therefore imagine his own wild monetary

and sexual successes, achieved in spite of society's futile

bleatings, and at the same time passively regard and analyze

the forces and counter forces which will eventually bring

morally irresponsible men down in defeat, no matter how

strong the safeguards they employ or how safe they imagine

their fortresses.

Enthusiastically Dreiser began his book, originally to

be a one-volume tale entitled The Financier, although by the

time one-third of the book was written, he was calling it a

trilogy and envisioning it as the great American epic of

finance, something on the order of Frank Norris' proposed

wheat trilogy. Society from the first is blatantly pre-

sented as a fish-tank or as a jungle where the strong

1 6 Philip Gerber, "The Financier Himself: Dreiser and
C. T. Yerkes, " PMLA, 88 (January 1973),, 113.
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survive by preying on those weaker or more poorly protected

than they. Nature, in fact, rewards those who survive,

those who have a piratical regard for the property of others

and a hard-nosed, tight-fisted, practical-minded concern for

their own. Losing is "the cardinal sin"1 7 in this amoral

society where, according to William Phillips' often-quoted

study of the imagery of Dreiser's novels, businessmen and

politicians "have at bottom the ferocity and irrationality

of animal life." 1 8

All young Cowperwood (as Dreiser re-named Yerkes) learns

from his family, education, and intuitive powers of obser-

vation supports this assumption, and he early vows to become

one of the strong, one of the manipulators, and therefore

one of the safe. At seventeen when he quits school and

enters business, he sees that society is deliberately kept

tractable by powerful men anxious to protect their own vested

interests. He learns that bankruptcy, in Maxwell Geismar's

words, is "a financial technique to protect one's own capital

from danger," justice is "a legal device to trap the capital

of one's enemy," ethics a "club" to finish off the enemy

while he is still struggling.19 Law, education, government,

17 Theodore Dreiser, The Financier (1912; rpt. Cleveland:
World Publishing Co., 194) , p. 41

1 8 William Phillips, "The Imagery of Dreiser's Novels,"
PMLA, 78 (December 1963), 76.

19 Maxwell Geismar, Rebels and Ancestors, The American Novel
1890-1915 (Boston: Houghton Mif flin Co.,, 1953),, p. 314.
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pulpits, and newspapers are the tools of the strong to ma-

nipulate the weak. All his jungle society know this; Cow-

perwood is only more ruthless and successful than others.

Loosely relying on the facts available through newspaper

articles, Dreiser highlighted the episodes which fit his

artistic requirements; not by coincidence, he soon has his

piratical protagonist involved in a romantic triangle which

threatens his career, even though the circumstances of

Cowperwood's life offered abundant fruit for a different

narrative focus and even though it was never clear that Yerkes

had really become involved with a young Philadelphia siren.

As in the first work of this period, Dreiser appears to need

a calamitous romantic triangle, for this is the preoccupation

which absorbs his thinking during this period; this is the

problem on which he structures his narrative. Therefore

again we find Dreiser casting himself in the role of the

magnetic outsider, this time shrewd, handsome, staunch, and

self-possessed, destined to distinguish himself from the

struggling herds who are themselves clamoring for success.

Throwing himself into his role, he confided to his friend

William Lengel, as he researched and wrote, that he would

like to see a whole race of people like his financier, people

who "like Niccolo Machiavelli could look life in the face. "2 0

2 0Quoted by W. A. Swanberg, Dreiser (New York: Scribner's,
1965), p. 146.
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Naturally before such magnetism and animal strength as

Cowperwood's, young women succumb helplessly, forsaking

parents, religion, social propriety, and reputation. Lillian

Semple, for example, cut short her mourning period for her

dead husband and married Cowperwood, a man five years her

junior, over the protestations of her astonished family;

Aileen Butler entered into a secret affair with him, thus

disgracing her family and earning excommunication from her

church. "Her family--pooh'" Airily she dismisses them while

she strokes her lover's hair in his prison cell and contem-

plates their glorious life together when he is once again

free, divorced from his anemic wife, and on his feel finan-

cially. "Her Frank--her Frank. How little all else mattered

where he was concerned."21

By the latter part of the story, however, Aileen is not

the joy Cowperwood had imagined he would possess. Still

young, beautiful and intensely loyal, Aileen nevertheless

suggests to Cowperwood a potential threat to his plans for

conquest. Though he by no means intends to abandon her after

she has waited for him through the grim prison months, it

is not with anticipation that he takes her west with him in

order to build an empire in commerce. Intuitively he senses

that her animal energy, which had once made him grit his

teeth even at the thought of her, will not recommend her to

2lThzodore Dreiser, The Financier, pp. 63-4.
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the sophisticated and ultraconventional world into which he

intends to buy his way. Appreciative of her generous de-

votion and completely recognizing her determination to use

him to occasion her rise in social rank, Cowperwood suspects

that within herself Aileen lacks the resources to hold his

attention.

In short, Aileen is not the woman for him, and though

he announces his intention to remain loyal to her in return

for her generous faith and fanatical confidence in him, it

is clear, even before the epilogue which prophesies the

demise of his love, that one eye will be open to other

possibilities. As Maxwell Geismar aptly puts it, he had a

"controlling but not necessarily a permanent interest" in

Aileen.22 His mind increasingly comes to dwell on power

and art--both worlds he suspects she lacks the capacity to

enter. Later conduct proves him right, for when the Cow-

perwoods invite the conservative Chicago upper crust to a

special showing of their great art collection, the only

painting which interests Aileen is an immense portrait of

her. Coyly she points out to each admiring male guest that

the portrait is nicely balanced by a canvas of nude bathers

by Gerome. The naivete of her action signals the defeat

of her social aspirations, but Aileen is unable to see why.

2 2 Geismar, p. 317.
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Shrewdly Cowperwood recognizes the problem, but mistakenly he

assumes his money can balance the lack of social grace and

tact.

If Dreiser is Cowperwood and Aileen is modeled on the

young Thelma Cudlipp, for whom, as in this fictional account,

he risked career and suffered public embarrassment, the

denouement perhaps stands as an analysis of what might have

happened had he ruthlessly carried her off and relentlessly

held her, in spite of the consequences. Dreiser's love,

like Cowperwood'shad been based on a strong sexual attraction

and an overwhelming desire for the enigmatic acquisition of

youth and beauty. Both had momentarily stepped out of their

respectable roles to claim their lovers; Cowperwood's skep-

ticism concerning his decision suggests Dreiser's questions

at this point. Perhaps Thelma would have turned out to be

unacceptable, and the pain which they endured to be to-

gether would become their only bond. More importantly,

Thelma might have been unable to share in the pursuits

Dreiser found most meaningful--his literary career--and

only disappointment would have resulted. Finally, like

Cowperwood, Dreiser might have lost the sympathy and under-

standing which illuminate the dark canvas of life, and

personal happiness would have become an impossibility.

In Jennie Gerhardt the parent figure triumphs over the

social disruption threatened by the outsider, and in so
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doing denies his offspring the emotional satisfaction and

spiritual health necessary to live. In The Financier the

parent is the loser in the narrative struggle for posses-

sion, though he is drawn with sympathy and memorably en-

dowed with what H. L. Mencken admiringly calls "Homeric

hatred."2 3  As in Jennie Gerhardt, however, it is a dubious

victory and a mixed defeat, for when Cowperwood casts aside

what Philip Gerber calls "sentiment, Christian morality,

and concern for others,'24--all qualities which are not

assets in his struggle for mastery in business and sex--he

loses such an essential part of himself that he is unable

to enjoy the fruits of his victory. In losing, Jennie

gained insight into herself and into the great life-values

she treasured; therefore the defeat--though acutely painful--

could be turned into a partial victory, and the society

which rejected her be made to show as losing a valuable con-

tributing member. In winning Aileen and surviving Mr.

Butler's vindictive wrath, Cowperwood reveals the price of

his triumph, a price disturbingly high, for it cost him the

ability to be happy.

Dreiser ends his fast-paced narrative about life at the

jungle level with a grave and quite revealing epilogue,

23H. L. Mencken, A Book of Prefaces (Garden City, New
York: Garden City PubiilHng Co., 1927), p. 116.

2 4 Philip Gerber, Theodore Dreiser (New York: Twayne
Publishers, 1964), p. 97.
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"always thematically the most important part of his novels,"

in Richard Lehan's opinion.25 Certainly the epilogue is an

abrupt psychological change of pace, for in spite of a com-

parative discussion of Cowperwood and the Black Grouper

fish, who adapts himself by protective coloration to the

environment in which he lives (reminiscent of the lobster

symbol which began the narrative and which has for so long

interested the critics), there is the introduction of a

moral tone and a suggestion heralding the long philosophical

lectures of The Titan that the Cowperwoods of the world will

ultimately reap the disillusionment and disappointment which

they sow.

Though at first it sounds as though Dreiser is defining

the mitigating circumstances of Cowperwood's life and imply-

ing through his dashing figure that Cowperwood's conduct was

unusually brave and honest, since the very society which

condemned him as immoral and emotionally disturbed has the

same drives and motivations, by the ending of the novel it

is becoming clear that rapacity is a sin against the right-

ful claims of brotherhood, and that by overstepping the

bounds of common decency one risks losing the indefinable

capacity for sensitivity and concern which makes life worth-

while. Conscience can cause man pain, Dreiser seems to be

saying, but without its tempering controls, man becomes like

2 5Lehan, p. 117.
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the wolf, the dog, the lobster, or the scorpion--all images

of Cowperwood as he ruthlessly amasses his great fortune.

"Who could not read in such a beginning such an end?"2 6

Dreiser meditatively asks.

The Titan works out in narrative form what The Financier's

epilogue philosophically prophesies, for in spite of Cowper-

wood's high-rolling antics as he subdues the staid Chicago

Establishment who unite to protect the "fair maiden"2 7

(euphemistically their name for Chicago), The Titan is es-

sentially a drama of emotional bleakness and bitterness.

Aileen, for example, the hopeful and exuberant lover of

Cowperwood's young life, becomes in his middle years a

disillusioned drunk, unable even to recognize why he no

longer loves her but hanging onto his money as a twisted

symbol of all they once dreamed of. Scotch and self-pity

are her closest companions; suicide is a daily consideration.

Cowperwood continues to be the energetic force behind

his financial empire, brave, self-confident, and defiant,

but somehow in the process of bribery, extortion, theft,

subornation, and gross deceitfulness, he becomes little more

than an inhuman agent of nature as she seeks to establish

balance between the strong and the weak. He has no "real

2 6 Dreiser, The Financier, p. 503.

2 7 Theodore Dreiser, The Titan (New York: John Lane,
1914), p. 442.
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understanding" of what has happened to him, only "hunger

and thirst and wonder"2 8 before the forces that harry him

on. Sneering at those weak and foolish men who are captive

to their emotions, who feel pride, paternal affection,

patriotism, and pity, Cowperwood at last comes to calculate

everything in terms of profit and loss; thus he ends his life

void of the ability to feel, his most glaring failure,

according to the introspective Dreiser.

The Michigan Avenue home, which was to be the symbol

of the Cowperwood's brilliant social success, becomes instead

a mausoleum of hope; "good" society unites against them in

both Chicago and New York. The New York palace, built in

order to be near his favorite mistress, becomes only a

"museum"29 to house Cowperwood's great art collection. At

times it serves as the setting for a Kafkaesque nightmare,

as in the scene where Aileen slashes her wrists in the lavish

room of fountains, palms, famous statuary, and rare orchids,

where perpetual dawn is achieved by artificial lighting

behind translucent walls of pink Italian marble. The block-

square, magnificent edifice shows the great chasm which

exists between the Cowperwood aspirations and achievement;

it emphasizes the gulf between dreams of beauty and the macabre

attainment of a gaudy parody of taste and spiritual sensitivity.

2 8 Ibid., p. 552.

2 9Ibid., p. 442.
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In no other Dreiser work is this gulf so vividly and

dramatically presented. Even in "The Lost Phoebe," a short

story completed during this period and examining a similar

problem, attainment, even though illusory, at least brings

a modicum of satisfaction. Old Henry Reifsneider, for

example, dies with a smile of delight on his face, even

though literally he leaps to his death in pursuit of a will-

o'-the-wisp, mistaking it for his former young and beautiful

wife. Though no one would say that Reifsneider actually

acquires the youth and beauty he assiduously pursues, he,

at least, appears to have reached a desired goal. Cowperwood,

on the other hand, gilds his illusions in order to hold them

and thereby not only extinguishes all spark of life but spoils

the satisfaction of possession. Even his enemies see the

pathos implicit in his actions.

Chronologically The Titan, Dreiser's second novel in

the proposed trilogy, ends his work of the 1911-1914 period,

for his drama "The Girl in the Coffin" was published before

The Titan and the semi-autobiographical The "Genius" was

begun as early as 1903 and largely completed in the busy

winter of 1910, though tabled for many years while his feel-

ings concerning the Cudlipp controversy were patiently sifted

and analyzed through more covert psychological channels. A

look at the cumbersome philosophical lectures with which

Dreiser closes The Titan is therefore appropriate, for they
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represent Dreiser's final thinking on a subject which occupied

his attention for three years.

Apparently Dreiser at last opted for a force stronger

than the interweaving dynamics which make up personality

(the "answer" to the metaphysical problems of fate in both

Jennie Gerhardt and The Financier), for though his unwieldy

philosophical lectures at first trace the interaction of the

individual personality with the parent mass, and in scien-

tific jargon explain how nature protects herself against

just such excessive individualism as the force that was

Cowperwood's temperament, by the end of the lectures Dreiser

stands uncertainly before an even more mysterious force,

one which, he says, engendered the spirit of Circe, lit the

walls of Troy, prepared the woes of Andromache and the ruin

of "the murderous Scot."30 It is a force stronger than

individual or even collective will; it is a force very

similar to the classical fates or to the Immanent Will in

Hardy's The Dynasts, where an impersonal but deterministic

force weaves of the world's whirling circumstances a pre-

conceived tapestry and evolves order out of apparent chaos.

Such a moving, vital force ultimately gives meaning to

life, Dreiser implies, by bringing about the divine balance

which is variously called by society "right, justice, truth,

3 0 Ibid., p. 552.
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morality, an honest mind, a pure heart."3 1 Thus even

through suffering one can be happy, he concludes, because

with his eye firmly fixed on the unlimited, racially pro-

gressive purposes of the Life-Force (what Hardy calls

evolutionary meliorism), one can see fragments of design

in seemingly haphazard flux. Bitter experiences therefore

have the possibilities for personal good to the person with

cosmic breadth to his imagination, and who has more breadth

than an artist? Implicit in the narrative is thus the

emergence of psychological freedom for those few who have a

truly worthwhile goal in life.

From the bulk of philosophy that closes The Titan

Dreiser seemed to derive great personal satisfaction. Bene-

ficently he granted interviews about his individualistic

protagonist and his "new" scientific theories. With obvious

enjoyment he played the role of the New York philosopher-in-

residence and placed himself on the front lines in the fight

for intellectual freedom and the popularization of Social

Darwinism. "Don't despair," he wrote his friend Mencken

concerning their joint efforts. "The Philistines will never

run us out as long as life do last. Given health and strength

we can shake the American Jericho to its fourth sub-story."3 2

3lIbid., p. 551.

3 2Quoted by Swanberg, p. 174.
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The Titan replaced Jennie Gerhardt as his favorite book, for

with it he gained self-confidence and an affirmation of the

work of the past three years.

Even poor sales did not seriously weaken the literary

"high" achieved by the conclusion of The Titan. Prudently

Dreiser did table the third volume of the trilogy, but in a

burst of activity he recast The "Genius" toward Harper's

promised publication, began a new novel about a "good" man

misunderstood by society (later to be called The Bulwark),

planned a novel around the murder case of the New York club-

man Roland Molineux (later to become An American Tragedy),

and wrote a philosophical essay called "Saving the Universe."

Clearly freed from the debilitating fear of failure and

poverty that had subtly kept him from any fictional pursuits

for almost a decade, something had happened in between the

late 1910 decision to "try" fiction once again and the late

1914 writing binge that produced everything from poetry to

essays on transcendental meditation. "The Girl in the

Coffin" and The "Genius" (both structured upon the same

triangular narrative pattern as Jennie Gerhardt, The

Financier, and The Titan) offer views on what that something

might have been.

John Ferguson, the labor leader protagonist of "The

Girl in the Coffin," is a man who, like Frank Cowperwood,

succeeds by the force of his personality and the single-

mindedness of his ambition. Strong and competent, he is
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intent on uniting downtrodden American laborers into a work-

force that can influence economic power. To this end he

travels around America, exposing himself to danger and

imprisonment; newspapers label him as a "scoundrel, an

anarchist, a cut-throat revolutionist";3 3 opposing capi-

talistic forces make his travels risky and his pleasures

surreptitious. The appearance of such a humanitarian but

socially-outlawed hero was very timely in American life,

as editor Mencken no doubt realized, since agitation for

progressive legislation was at its height, and the excesses

of the super-capitalism of the late nineteenth century were

obviously going to be curbed if not corrected. Teddy

Roosevelt had recently earned his Trust-Buster reputation,

and late nineteenth-century Populism had issued in sub-

stantial liberal gains in both houses of congress.

To heighten the drama of a courageous champion of the

"people," a beautiful young girl sacrifices herself, dying

from the results of an illegal abortion risked in order to

avoid being a burden to her lover, John Ferguson. Speaking

from the grave, she assures him that she died happy, secure

in the knowledge that his work for their special "cause"

must come before any personal consideration. Sadly and

with a quiet acceptance unlike his usual forceful ordering

3 3Theodore Dreiser, "The Girl in the Coffin," in Plays
of the Natural and the Supernatural (New York: John Lane
Co., 1916), p. 49.
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of circumstances, Ferguson rededicates himself to the infant

labor movement as the only fitting response to such a love-

inspired gesture. Thus the ruptured love affair--invariably

a part of the narrative during this period--comes as a

blessing in disguise, for it renews Ferguson's commitment

to a goal that transcends mere physical love, a goal of

which his lover approves, for through it fame and service

can be reconciled in success.

In other words, the outsider figure must forget the

literal lover, the only woman who could ease his "mortal

loneliness, "'34 and learn to think of her as the means by

which his goal has been given new worth. She becomes the

precipitator of renewed dedication, her loss the confirma-

tion that his work was important and more valuable to

society than mere marriage and children. It is a new

resolution to an old narrative conflict, and it strongly

suggests the growing confidence with which Dreiser-as-

artist approached his fiction: it is a project of worth,

a project by which he could enlighten Americans to the

"true" facts of reality, a project by which he, like the

ambitious Ferguson, could win an international reputation.

Besides the new resolution, for the first time there

is a distance between the love affair and the resulting

confrontation between outsider and parent figure. Feelings

3 4 Ibid., p. 50.
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are again intense, hostilities are again threatened, conven-

tion has again been thrown down and trampled upon, wills

are again set in opposition, but the love affair in this

drama has come to an end before the major dramatic conflict

happens. In "The Girl in the Coffin" the love affair is

swallowed up in a purpose that can give it added meaning,

and mental health is won for both outsider and parent figure

by refusing to dwell on the past, by going forward with

confidence in the worthwhileness of their great task. Indeed,

the outsider points the way.

In "The Girl in the Coffin" humanitarian zeal is the

all-encompassing and reconciling cause to which the three

narrative figures dedicate themselves; in The "Genius,"

final work of the 1911-1914 period and the one which comes

the closest to presenting the actual details of the Cudlipp

matter, a similar denouement occurs, although only the out-

sider figure is able to find meaning from the shattered

love relationship. The parent figure senses the tragic

seriousness of his loss, but she is too concerned with

social propriety to offer more than an apologetic glance;

the young lover, astonished at the behavior of the adult

world and confused concerning her own mysterious feelings,

can only withdraw into watchful silence and a strictly

enforced distance.
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In The "Genius" the great and synthesizing cause is

Art. Eugene Witla, a former artist who for economic reasons

becomes a magazine editor, loses his lover after a long and

bitter struggle with the parent figure, who in revenge has

him fired and socially ostracized. In despair Witla at

first turns to Christian Science, then he resolves to atone

for his wife's sorrowful death by raising their baby daughter,

but at last he realizes that only through art can the doubts

and questions of his life be reconciled, the tangled web of

the past be harmonized into a whole. His lost lover's

beauty becomes the inspiration for a radical new painting

technique which, within three years, brings him fame and

wealth. After a tentative beginning he is quickly recog-

nized in the art world as a true pioneer, and soon his

haunting canvases decorate such prestigious places as famous

Washington shrines. The "wild fever"3 5 which was his fatal

attraction is sublimated upon his canvases, and the features

of his adolescent lover become the strange shapes of beauty

so puzzling to Americans content with primitive landscapes

and Western lithographs. His chequered career, marked with

pain and success, is resolved into "great art dreams,"3 6

as Witla comes closer to self-knowledge and therefore to

personal happiness than he has ever been before.

3 5 Theodore Dreiser, The "Genius" (New York: John Lane,
1915), p. 731.

3 6 Ibid., p. 736.
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The novel ends as Witla stares reflectively, one windy

November evening, at the beautiful patterns of the heavenly

constellations. Suddenly and unexplainedly he feelsa

recognition of, and an overwhelming sympathy for, a force

that makes of man's glories and sufferings a beautiful

pattern, as orderly but as unaccountable as the bright con-

figurations in the sky. As his life's loves and disappoint-

ments flash before his eyes, he perceives a harmony that he

can only call symphonic. Intuitively he grasps that the

artist alone can bring order out of the chaos called life.

Secure in this knowledge, Witla steps into his house to

accept full responsibility for his daughter. Literally and

symbolically he closes the door on his troubled past.

For Dreiser a period of his life ended when Witla

closed that door; for him also an interval was concluded, a

problem solved, a ghost exorcised, a wound treated, a storm

weathered. In Jennie Gerhardt Dreiser had invited sympathy

and elicited approval for a kind-hearted person whose true

worth was misunderstood both by her lover and by materialis-

tic and conventional society. With this plea for under-

standing behind him, Dreiser next in The Financier and The

Titan examined the emotional results of a protagonist who

took what he desired without regard for society's conven-

tions. From these works Dreiser discovered that emotional

sterility was too high a price for personal success in love
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and business; thus he concludes The Titan with a series of

philosophical lectures concerning the psychological dangers

of ruthless independence. In both "The Girl in the Coffin"

and The "Genius," a worthy goal explains and reconciles a

troubled past, and with this resolution the triangular

narrative pattern disappears which had dominated Dreiser's

fiction for three years.

Likewise fiction disappears almost permanently, as

after 1915 Dreiser sought to express through essays and

drama the "new" philosophy of American naturalism. For

years he sought to apply it to national and world affairs,

covering coal miners' strikes and analyzing communism in

Soviet Russia. Apparently salvation had been endemic in

the suffering which had produced his fiction; from the

kaleidoscopic examination of trauma he had glimpsed a view

of life that could, at least for a time, make him happy.

For many years he was able to bask in the results of this

great body of work.

In addition to personal peace and a clarified artistic

identity, Dreiser had also perfected his craft during this

turbulent period. Firmly he had aligned himself with the

French naturalists, Balzac and Zola, although it is more

than likely correct that he had never read them until his

style was worked out and his perceptions clearly understood.

Dreiser, as Mencken sagely surmised, wrote in an "essential
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isolation"; 3 7 he had no clear literary ancestors, no a

priori format, no axes to grind, no message to proclaim, no

"scheme of rewards and punishments." 3 8  Dreiser merely

wrote as he saw or, as is far more likely, as he felt, and

if at times he is rough, melodramatic, heavy-handed, caco-

phonous, or crude, it is because his prose style so closely

expresses his personality and is so thoroughly integrated

with his dark-toned and at times almost inexpressable per-

ceptions of life. Though it was a prose style that at first

earned him little but condemnation from a majority of his

literary peers, nevertheless it is a prose style that

according to critic Robert Spiller, "exerted a more profound,

a more lasting influence than any other novelist on twentieth

century realistic fiction in America." 3 9

3 7Mencken, p. 75.

3 8 Ibid., p. 121.

3 9Robert E. Spiller, et al, A Literary History of the
United States, 3rd ed. (1946; rpt. New York: MacMillan,
1963), p. 1207.
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